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im m à m

A W a m p W to prepare e m pw md # eoateiaittg e carbonailicoft double band by pyrolyaia of ailyl %drog#n phtbalate
eatera gave Imtead pbtbalic anhydride and a ailanol.

React

ion betueen a ehlaraailaaa and aadinm tripbeaylnetbyl g ^ e
ewplim# product# a# tbe only identifiable alllcon-emtalnlog
mteriali In accordance with t W eayerience of prevloua wthora.
fÿdrogaa phtbalate eatera of tertiary alcohol# reacted with
bromine to eliminate pbtbalic acid and form a vicinal dlbromlde
or it# dehydrbbromination prWuct.

The reaction waa faat in

the caae of alcohol# with a phenyl group attached to the ok
carWn at<m.

In attmavb# to mrtend thla reactlm to 'allyl

hg^rogen phtbalate# there appeared to be no reaction with
eater# of alhylailanol# # M In the## of arylallwol# the aryl
group# wtre degnahad a# readily a# phthalle acid wa# eliminated.

11
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CHAPTER I -

HISTORICAL SURVEY

Infereductlctt
T W ob|«et of this work was to invoatigotc #ome
potoible route# to the formetlon of eompouade eoetelalng *
eillooB atom douhly h m d W to oarhm.

The preparation of

■ueh compound# h W previoutly heen claimed hy only three
group# of worker#, but in mo ea#e had the elate heen suhetamtiated.

During the eourae of ttm pweemt work another

elate wee m W e hut appear# to have heen erromeoue.

Two

other w t W r # have reported the preparation of aromatic
^eteme containing silicon hut have now withdrawn their
claims.

(For references to the above claims see below.)

It may therefore he said that to date no coapouM containing
a eartMm to silicon double hemd has W e n prepared.

Theoreti-

cal considérations bearing en t W possibility of forming mieh
bonds are discussed Wlow.
A co^owid containing a carbon to silicon double
bond, if preparable, would W
interest.

of considerable theoretical

One would like to knew whether it had the usual

properties of an unsaturated linkage, such m

ability to add

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

a
halogm#, e### of
parmaagmata.

and wmmtim with potaaaiom

tha c m p m m d would alto he of iateraat aa a

poaaihl# atartiag amterial for th# preparation of polymer#
a n a l o g # to theme a# fruitfully developed in the earhon
aeriea.

freliadnary Diaouaaion of Theoretical Coaaideratloa#
the w w h of Kipping and hie aohool, «ateadlag ever
ymaxif^, waa directed toward ahewimg the many analogie#
heween

eilioon aeriea and the earhon aeriea.

lea#, the anally proved to he only partial.

Meverthe*

The lint of

pure eoapowada omtainimg ailieon in very Wief hy eompariaoa
with t h m of orgmie eoe#wnd#.

Only a few ooe#oumde eon*

taimimg only ailieon m d l^rogen «re hnown, in eoatraat to
the very Imrge mm&er of Igdremarhom#, and evidene# for
etruetural iaeneriam aneeg ailamea i# almoet nonexiatant.
Pdrthermom, aeveral teportmt elaaeea of eom#ound# have no
representative im the silicon field.

In particular, there

is no evidence for the eaistmee of^

Si m 0

groups, and

hence no silicon «sslegues of anah coepouads as aldehydes,
*Por a complete list of papers see " An Introduction
to t W Oieaistry of the gilicones”, E.G. Sochow, Jfotai Wiliqr
and Sens, New Toth (ted
) (1991) P*
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ketm##, meld#, m d esters,

Even sraong silicon compounds

formally «tslogous to carbon compounds there are considerable
differences in Whsviour. For sample, esters of the type
I
1
HSi.CO.cm lose carhoa monmide on heating with formation
' I
of *^im, m ether-type cm^pmmd. This reaction has no
parallel in the carbon field,

Silanols condense forming

siloKsnes containing the group = S 1 0 g i = much mere readily
t h m alcohols coWense to f c m ethers^*

The reaction is

catalysed 1^ both acids and bases sad indeed special techK £
nifoes are required (e.g. * ) if the «nccnutensW silaaol is
to be prepared,

Silme diols (e.g. diphet^lsiUmksdiol) sad

even triols? are hnown and, thou# they «re readily Wlydrated
to polysiloaanes, they are much more st#le than their carbon
analogues.

h.Q, teodk, J. dee. Cham. #oa
4 #

JJ, 4837 (1955).

lipping, 3. Cham, tec.. (1937), 105.

&.0, Saner, J. Am. Ohm. Soc.. 6 S. I707 (1944). V t . GruWi, jr. Am. Cham. #o#.. jg, 34o8 ( 1 ^ ) .
%.A. Burbhard, im *teorganie Syntheses*, vol. Ill,
p. 6a.
^ H . Sommer, S.fT. Hetruasa, and f.G. Whitmore,
iLjSM«SlSw-SIS9buJ^^
3S83- (1946).
msshi,

^oshio TskigucM emd Fumlo «irata. Kwvo Kogsk*
495 (1959) - ef. Cham. dW,,
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to th# other head tWr# reneint « large area over
which c a # M and silicon show great steilarity.

Although

somi loss exist in which silicon exhibits a valcmty ef 6,
the W a t Mown being the hmaflnorwilicate iw, 81Fg~", in
which the six fluorine atoas are disposed octah#drally #out
the silicon atm ? and

although it is pnhable that silicon

c m «achibit a covmlency of five in the transition state^, im
its stable m o p o m d s it alwey# «ghibits a eovalmiy of four,
as does carbon#

Moreover the stereodkenistry is tetrShWral

as has beaa shown hr w
and

resolutim

11

10
X-rry diffraction stody
of Silj^

of silicon wmpowsda (which indicates

only a nen»plaaar structure).

This beWviour would be

esymted since the electronic structure of a carbon atom is
la^Ês^#^ an# of a silicon atom ls®te®ay^3s®3p*.

toe would

«west t W txaatmnt so successfully applied to carbon
Btuling aed Slater would be e#ally applicable to silicon,
®J.A.A, Rntelaar, :

mristallcs.. jg, 155 (19%).

& , 6 , Basin, t,M* Esteve, and R.E, Jmes, J. An.

Qwm. Soa.. ]&, 9(5 (1949).
1 (19%)

*•*••!' tod 8 . Kringstad, %. Wars. Chan.. 815#

“ ;i
K
a
f c f e f e iffli; S Î
,
c) C. 8# o » and 6. Mtt# toan, and Ind.. (1958),
890,
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That la, a ^ electron would be promoted to a 3p orbital
making the valency shell 3#9p^.

These electrons would than

be hybridised to four equivalent tetrahedrally disposed sp^
orbitals.

There Is, however, aa taportmt difference betwem

silicon sad carbon.

In the latter, the lowest-lying unfilled

orbitals are 3s la the next shell, whereas In the former the

3d orbitals are reasonably close in energy to the 3p orbitals,
giving rise to the possibility that s p V hybrid orbitals
might be used.
SlFg** im.

These are doubtless the orbitals used in tbe

However, it seems certain that la the simpler

tetravalmt compounds of silicon the orbitals used are indeed
sp^ hybrids.
Two theories of the earbcn*carbon double b m d are
currently in use*

In one, t W cmrbon atoms are ^takm to be

tetrahedrally hybridised and too pairs of orbitals (one from
each atom) are taken to be overlapped so as to give two *bent
bon#* in idileh the overlap of e m h pair is less than im a
single a p ^ # ^ carbm-csrbm bead but the total overlap of
# e two pairs, tdhila less t h m that of two single beads, is
greater t h m t h m of one single bond.. In ttm other model the
carbon atmms are described as havteg c m a m d two p electrons
hybridised to form m

sp^ trigonal hybrid orbital with the

rmainimg p orbital uohybridised and havlag its modal plme
im the plama of the three sp* orbitals.

A pair of sp^ hybrid

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

6
orbitals, sas f m s sash atom, is ttam ovsrlappsd to f«sn a

(jf bond of syliadriaal #mmstry.

Tbs two umbybridieed p

orbitals, boiag of the s « m aymsotry, eas them ovorl# to
f o m a a b w d of apamatxf ohmaeterised by tbs prasemoa of
a modal plama im the plaaa of tbs cf Iramd and tbs four other
sp® hyWid orbital#.
Tbs two above models are mot as dissimilar as
appears;

IP
Bople's equivalemt orbital treatment
shows that

thm seooed is vei^ similar to the first whan the d mad n
Wmds are replaced by their «MP*itolamt arbitals*

Heearthe*

leas there are differemeee to be mpeeted betwem t W two
awdels,

Fran # a first, m bmt-bond model, m e empeots the

amgle im

«•

to be aqppratlmately tatraAedral,

or log^ 38', and from the mosod to be approximately trigmal,
or 120^,

Im eaeh ease tbese figures would be modified by

environsMnital and aterie faoters.

The experimmtal evidmee

dees met distinguish Wtwean # e possibilities.

Im etbyleme

the 8-C-a amgle^^ is lit. 9^ but im tatrametbyletbyleme the
Ms*C*Me amgla^ is 110,5 t 2®.
iople. Quart, lews.. 11, 275 (1957).
Allen and 8.8. Flylar, J. Am. <&em. Sec..

go, 3(75 (1958).
faulimg sad L.O. Irodnmgr, J. dm. Cham, foe..

gg, 1325 (1957).
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millkea^^ h## w # # #$e d « third possibility, that
the two siagie bonds sa each earhon a tm (i.e. those not
involved in fmoeatim of the dwble bond) m y be deseribed
as

, and the orbital insolmd in formation of the

eoepmant of the double bond am

In this wi^ there

is still a total of one s eleetrm and two p eleetrons,
leaving the third p eleetron available for formation of the
a eompoment of tbe dmble bond.

This model is than generally

similar to the moleeulsr orbital representation exeept that
the '«Ktemal' mlxmee angles would be tetrahedral.
supposing that eases intermediate betwem that Just deseribed
o
m d the # *s bond model can exist, one tm aeeount for the
experimmtally observed variatim of mgle in substituted
n
A
WÎ
ethylenes hstwean approximately 110 and 130 . Dewar , on
the otWr hand, prefers to omsider the possibility of non
linear everlap of orbitals.
bbatemr model of the earbon-earbon double bond
one ehooses to adept, there would seam to be no a priori
reason Wby it should not be sfually applicable to silicon.
It is possible that the radius of t W silicon Jp orbital is
. Mullikm, Tetrahedron. 6, 68 (1959).
^.d.g. Dm a r m d 8,8. Schmeising, Tetrahedron.
11,

9( (19(0).
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8
flucli greater t h m that of thm earhon 2p orbital eo that over
lap i# met poaeihle, but tbe earn# argment would iu>t apply
to a eilieom-eiliem double bead,

Kevertbeleae, evidemee for

iueh boM# i# even ecantier tbam for earbeu-eilieoo double
bcMode.

Early Atteaota to freoare Cmbou-Silicom
Double goad# m d fbeir Aaal«tue#
Am emelleat review of the ebeaietry of eilieon up
to 1947 baa been givem by EurWhard, Roebow, Booth, and Hartt^^.
G i l m m ^ report# that in am early paper Kipping

alaimed to bare prepared (CgH^)(Cgl^)Sli81(CgH^)(CgH^) but
did not refer to it again.

Certainly in 1907 Kipping^ etated

hi# belief that am etbylenie binding between ailieon m d earbon eannot be formed or o m , at Wet, be pro#eed only under
exeeptienal eeaditieaa.
la I9I2 Sehlmdi and lUmning^^ elaimtd that on
prolmged dietillation of dipherylnmtbplailmol, water w m

^"^C.A. Burbhard, E.G. Koehow, H.8. Booth, and J.
Martt, Qbm. lUrve.» 41. Wt (1947).
Gilmn m d G.E. Dmm, J. Polymer Boi,. g, 253
(1955).
^.S. Kipping, op. eit.

Schlenk and J. Bmmimg, Am.. 394. 221 (1912).
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lest «né « c m p m m d whose enelysis emreepooded to (G^H^)gSilCBg
wo# ohtained.

The mmpamd did not oWklhlt th# behevionr

emeeted from this fomml# olnoe it did not add Womimoi
Kipping^ repeated this work a W fmmd that water waa indeed
lost on heating hot he w # unahle to find any evidene# of
maaturatim im th# prodoeta»

He pointed m t that gehlmk

IQ

m d ganmteg ' had baaed tWlr fonaaia on m l y one analyaia.
Kipping waa not able to prepare pure diphmyWtl^lailmol
but fomd that the protect from prolonged distillation of
the crude ailamol could be aeparatW

distillation under

reteced preaaure into two fractima, m e boiling at l65-l@5®/
k3 an and the athar at 2t0®/45 mm.

The lower boiling fractim

did not decolmriaa bromin# In chloroform w r react with
aqueous potaaaima permanganate.

The higher boilteg fractim

waa a thick yellow oil readily soluble in ether, petroleum
ether, aoetme m d other cenam solvent# but m l y sparingly
soluble in cold aletool.

This waa idmtified aa 'dipbm^l-

awtlylailiipl midc*, for toich the eurrmt n m w is arm
tetraphcnyldimtehirldlailmme.

Kipping concluded that Schlmk

m d Ramlng'a protect waa a mixture.

®P.i. Kipping, op......fit..t.
gehlenk and J, Banning, m . cit.
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10
Since t h m Kipping* e emelneim hen h e m fully
euheteotiated.

It i# new well-eetehlished that on prolonged

heating of a ailanol e m d m m t l o n proteeta are formed, diailoxanea f r m a mmoailanol and polyailmmea from diols and
triola.

Kipping attmpted unmeeeaafully to prepare compouoda retaining a caid>on-ailicm techie bond using convm#
tioaal methods of tehydratim m d dehydrtealogenatim.

He

foute t h # mactiott of tribeneylchloroailme with quinoline
or dimethylmiline did amt yield unmwrated products, though
Kipping did not state # a t compmnda warn formed.

Tribmeyl-

ailaml did not react at all with acetic mhpdride, phosphorus
pmtmide, or sine chloride.

On distillation of compomda

containing a teloroailme group n«mt to a methylme group,
fqpdrogen chloride was m t lost.
Kipping and S m d a ^ fOond t h # the actim of sodium
on diphm^ldichlorosilme gave a co(#lex mixture from which
three halo#n free fractim# m r e obtained.
the formula #ij^(CgHg)g (aampawmd A).

One of these had

It reacted with iodine

to form a aampawmd of formula gi^(C^j)gIg, which reformed
coepomd A with aodit» in boili#; aflene, m d with water

^f.S. Kipping and J.l. iaada, 1,. .Cham. #oc,.

(1921) 8)0.
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11
fommd # e m p m m # of fomul# 8i)^(CgB^)gO.

Goopotmd A also

ramted with hoili^ tetrmhlorosthme to form a eompomd of
fonaila

whieh also roasted with water to font

another eoopotmd of thm formula #i|^(CgHg)gO.

With nitro-

hmaene, sempouW A formed am*#er sompomd of fmnaula

8i2^(C^8^)gOg.

Thm molesular weight of eompouod A, determined

ebulliosscpisally in haname, mm shout TOO t8i^(CgH^)Q
requires 748].
Smother teaeticm (eompound B) wee also found ty
Kipping w d #mda to h a n thm fonwla Si|^(CgH^)g m d to reset
with bromine but not with iodine,
In m

«Ktenaim of this work Kipping, mrrmy and

Malt^^^ found that the aetion of aWimt on phmyltriehloroailam gave a ssmplm mixture.
Kipping, having already s o m to the eoneluaion that
doubly bonded ailieon eould not exist, formulated eompound B
or *saturated oeta^nqrltetraailme* aa a mturated eeepmnd
with a eyelotetraailme ring m d the eeapmrad A as possibly
involving a saturated, tetrahmdrm of silicon atoms or, in
accordmce with its description aa *unmturated oetaphenyltetraailme*, as m

o p m chain eeepouW cmtaining a chain

Kippjü#, A.C. Hhrr#» and J.6. Maltby, jU
Cham. Boa . (1929) 1180.
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12
of four •iliecn atom with, the two ead atom tervaleat, the
free valenei## heiag availahle for addition of halogens.
Although saamnable in its chrenol«%ioal setting,
the shove ideas are teprteahle in terms of motem ideas of
valency, It it now kn om that the reaetion is a ooupllng
reaotism very similar to the Worts and that coepounds are
formed of the types meaplified ^

Op

. - Sw-Ct
..

CL- Sc-SL-CL

CL-^—

ÙÔÔ

66
I

.

I, II m d III of Which

.

_

CL— Sk—

.

St—

31

CL

m
the last could cyelise to eempsund W

or a earhene-like

ÔÔ

‘ï * 0

Ez:
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Intermediate (V) might be formed.

It could

then couple and dimeriee to give compound IV.

1

Gilmm and co-workers^ have recwntly
reinvestigated this reaction and have shorn
that the major product is indeed oct#hmyltetraqFclosilame.

\/

Kipping* s aathad of reswetlon with sodium

in Wiling sylene could he used, or better, lithitn In tetrahydrofursn.

the product showed no free-radical character in

its electrm parmaagoetie resonance spectrum and the 'addition*
reactions were shown to he due to opening of the ring, presum
ably strained like its cyelohutane analogue.
It is indicative of the difficulties encountered
in this work that the *saturated octaphenyltetraeilane * or
oospound B formulated as 8ij^(CÆ)g hy Kipping cm the basis
of its wlecular weight determined cryoscopically mas later
believed by Gilman.95 to have the eonpositicm
very recently amended^ to Bi_(C^g)^Q, in both cases also
on the basis of cryoscopically determined molecular weights.
Jarvis, a,J.8, Winkler, D.J, fetersaa, sad
H. Gilman, J. Am. Chem. Soc.. 8j, 1921 (1961).
^^A.«,P. Jarvis, idea.. Ibid., 8g, 4o89 (1961).
Gilman and G.L. Schwebke, J. Am. Chem. Soc.,
65, 1016 (1963).
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Ik

WLlXlgm

clalxMd to have prepared a

teleh might he

but do

not appear to have referred to it again,
M(->t-hulyl)*eilaaedioi doe# m t coteenae to form
a eiioxeae, praaemahly for aterie reaeme, but attmpte to
brteg about intreeoleeuiar dehydration with formation of
s6
the eilieon analogne of di(t#bu^l) ketone were uneueeeeaful ,

A report of *tfe^8i^* in a Jepameee patent m d it#
abetraet im "Qbmieal Ahatraota*^ prove# to have been a mi#print for Me^Si^,
Orry^ reported that paaei^ of eilieon tetraehloride
over go# ferroaitiem at 600-1000® gave a eoapomd of formula
Si^lg, only alowly bydtalyaad by water.

% e eompound waa

deeeriWd aa a vWLte eryetalline aolid of nmltteg point 1ST®»
aoluble with m apparent change in methaml, cMoroform, m d
ether, thou# m

etherate could alto be formed.

With

^J.S. miligm and A. Krma, J. Am. Chem. Soc..
5297 (1950),
^L.m. S m m r and L.J. Tyler, J. Am. Ghm. Soc.. 76,
1050 (1954).
^ ¥ e ihi-ihara, Jton lyoda and Dai Talakaahi, J#ama#e
Patent Ibélf (I96I) - cf. Chen. Aba..
IOI90 (19&2).

^ 0 Shi-ihara.

Primte commmication to Dr. H,

KCchi.
Orry, Abatracta of 15%d Aaericm Chmical
Society Meeting, i m frmeieco, April 195#.
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dteetbylmmrcury *t 2g® a aolid of melting point 73.2® with
vapour dmaily eorraapmding to tha fomnia Sig(CH^)^ waa
fomad.

I M a material ahowad ahmrptim im the ultraviolet

at 2600-2900 A (heaaeatbylhemaene ehowt tbaoiiption at
o
2720 A ). An ethereal eolation of the eaterial of formula
SigClg and lithiuB horobydride gave a liquid of freeaimg
point Juat W l o w 0®, thought to have the formula #i^^.
Orry at that time eonaidered it poaaihle that theae materiala
were the firat mumplea of ailieon em#o%mda malogoua to
hmaene hut now #peara to have raew&ed a different eoneluaion,
them# detail# are atill laAing^.

Y W Worh of frit# and grohe
Buri% the eourae of t W preaant work frita and
GrOhe^ ma mm ee d that pyrolyaia of tetrametbylailme gave a
mixture emtaimi#, aneag volatile produeta, the known e«m*
pmmda diamttqrlailyltrteMthylailytemtham (Me^iCMgSiMegB)
end di*(triamtbylailyl)-methene (Me^iGiySiMe^), m d a new
eee#ound of formula 8igC^ ^ . 'The prote'eta were partially '
^G. gahom, "Organoailieon Comyoutea", Butterworth,
London (i960), p. II3.
frits m d J. Grohe. I, aners. u. allmn. Ghem..
m #

5%

(i#i).

-------

-------
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separated by distillation, then purified by gas chromatograp%.

Besides the two known eompound# the third compound

was isolated b.p. 122.8^74; a®,

l.hhjO.

Analysis

(wean of several values) shewed a eesg>asltiem Of Si, 38.9^1
C, 30«2^| H, 11,46.

Cryaaoopie determiaatiou of the awle-

eular weight in hemsene gave a value of Igg.
spectrum gave a value of 144.

The mass

Hence Frits maâ Grohe con

cluded that the compound had tk# formula SigCgB^^, # i c h
requires Si, 38.961 G, gO.O^j H, 11.I6; molecular weight
144.
The authors formulated the structure of the com
pound as MSg^ixCNSiMe, m tha grounds listed below.
(a)

maaatiarn of a mixture of the em^ouads

Me ^i Gg ^ i M S g and 81g%®|g vith hydrogen bromide gave a
coopcund with analysis correspmdimg to HSgBrSiCSHgStee^
(Bk^rSiGmWiNe^ as given in the original paper for reaction

of the mlxtaxm with % d r < w m Woatide appears to be a misprint).
The eoiq^sd SigCgH^g mas then isolated by gas chromatography.
When dry hydragem bromide waa passed into tt# ice-cold
material the asm# bremoaempaumd, BigC^B^yhr, sms tetained in
almost quantitative yield.
distillation.

The material was Isolated by

Since a carbon to ailicam b m d la polarised

in the direction Si^c , tha addition of l^rogen bromide will
lead to the formatiim of a compound with bromine attached to
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the eilieim atom.

Henee it should be readily hydrolysed.

In fast, the material was vary readily hydrolysed by aqueous
alcohol m d it was even possible to estimate t W bromine
titrimstrically.
(b)

Bromination of a mixture of tfegBSiCH^SiMe^

and SigCgHjg gave again t W compound SigC^lj^Br.

TI»

authors attributed this to the bromimtion first of the
silane hydrogen m l y of MegMlCTgSlMe^, forming IfegBrSiCHgSlMe^
The latter then added to 8igC^H^ to

m d % d r o g m bromide.

form more of the same bromide.

Some Me^SiBrCaiBvSilie^ wms

also formed by dibrominatim of Me^iaigSiMe^, though it is
not clear why bromine should not add to t W 'msaturated*
smterial if it had the fonmla attributed to it.
For a mixtum shorn by # s chromatographic analysis
to contain about two-thirds saWrated coE^onent, about one

mole reacted with half a mole of bromine, as jWged by the
permment red colour on addition of more broodLne.
The axpactad reactims w u l d be;.

MegSiBSagSiMe^ + Itg
or MSggi:amiMs_
or MOgSi
jg

+

Btg — >

Ms^lBrCH^iMe^ + HBr
MSgSiBrCaBrSiMe^

Sms g
I

+

BSg — 9

Bdls^iCEgOy iBiMOg

m d in each ease sms mole of eoapmnd would react with one
mole of teomine.
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The purified «NwhMmeproduct wee treated with
methyl aagneaiim Iodide, formlsg e l6g$ yield (based on
MegHSiCHgSlHej) of dl. (trimethyleilyl)-methaae [(Me^l)gCNg].
The eempound SigC^Hj^^ reduced silver ion in acidic
solution and did not evolve hydrogen wlttr alkalij this point
indicated the absence of SiB grcmps.

In the infrared spactrwm
eel
there was only a very weak band at 1050 cm* , whereas the
cmpo%mds MSgBSiCB^SiMs
there.

and (Me^i)gCgg showed a strong band

This was assigned to the Sl-CBg-Si grmip.

The asthors

believed that this distinguiWhmd the cos^onnd from B^CxSiŒgSiMsy
which would give the same bromo-ccm^ound.
The authors pointed out that in both the carb<m and
the silicon series the relative aWndance of peaks correspond*
log to fragmnts of high molecular weight increases as double
h W s are introduced into the molecule^.

Similarly fragments

of molecular weight 14k appeared to the extent of 0.05# in tl»
ease of

0.55# in the case of Me^iCHgSiMe^,

and the tmusually h i # figure of 20.2# in the case of
The refractive index was umxaually high; values found for

(Ms^i)gCBg,

. 1.4191# for MSgBBiCBgPiNSy

while for BigC^g^ f

- 1.4l?0,

" 1.44)0.

frits and Jf, Grohe, I. sstora. u. allgwm. Chem,.

JB2# 77 (1961).
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Amsthsr possibility considered

the authors is

that the reducing properties could be due to the presence of
a silleon-silieon linkage, presumably of the structure VI,
MSg^i

giWSg

CHg—

Cg

n
This was rejected on the grounds that brominatien of such a
cmpound should give a dibroetide and that the compound is
improbable on steric grounds.

Bowever it smem equally

likely to the prssemt author that the sugpisted mecWnism of
formatlem of hydrogen bromide and reaction of the latter with
SigCgH|g would be e#ally probable.

Also, since 1,1,2,2*

53
tetr#a*t%l*5,Whmt%lenecyelobutaae is knemn , there
appears to be no good reason i*y the structure shown cwxld
not exist.

More convincing evidence is that the dibroim>*

compound obtained had only one readily hydrolysable bromine
atom, and banes wss assigned a structure with one SiBr and
one CBr group.
Tbs above evidenoe is by no means cmelusive.

If

the analogy between GarWn*c#rbon double bonds and silicon*
carbim double Ikmds is so close that the latter will add
bydregsm bromide, one would also expect it to add bromine

*

Oapon, J. Gen. Cbem. U.d.S.m..
Ckma. Abe.. @6, 4g6o

4^6 (1951)
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and foc»

a# a aa|#c proAwt.

The latter

e a m p m W hmmvec mm imported a# a minor proditet, attributed
to reaotiom of Me^Sl.CBgSiMe^ w i # bremiae.

Bowever, the

promut autWr* a anperiaaae ha# beam that aoeh vielaal
ailiooB*earboo dibromiik# are mtramely labile,
however, pwtulate that on aeeeemt of

Oae »i#t,

different electro*

negativitiee of ailieon m d bromiae the a electron# of the
double W M

are ao polarieed that an imtermediate broncuiu»

ion could net be foremd.
It i# w r y #u#ri#h#g H a t tt# wthora quoted on
evidmee, of a b w d in the hsfrared apectnm attributidile to
a ailim»#carbm double bead.

In mu^eeetrieal olefime# the

ethylttaio atretchtos freqeeney 1# ueually quite intmae and
banda lawtviag ailieon are ueually intenaified relatiw to
their carbm m a l ^ e a .
It la therefow probable that t W eompouW formed
waa actually l,l,5,>teiranetbyt*l,>diailacyclehtttaae (VII),
—

%

m
# i e h haa Warn ^acribed^ as a llipid b.p, 117*119®, n ^

1.4*#),

iBoth. Jr. m â m.V. Mndmnr. Jr.. J. Ora. dune..

a# W

(190).
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It react# with silver nitrate to form a silver mirror mod
deeoleorises hronine water,
[Siam the above was written, Frits, Grebe and
eollaboratora^* have eonelnded, after ooeparism of protm
magmtio resonmee, infrared arai Bmam speetra, as well m
ohamieal prwerties, that their eoapommd SigG^H^ was indeed

1,1,5,5#tetramttyl*l,g-disila^lobutam, in agreement with
the au#ora of mother very reaant psper^* 3

The Bexh of Bmheser
&a #00#' recent papers IWkeser m d oo»workers^
have reported what they dasmiha as the first esmple of a
silieoarcmatie moponrd,
1,l*Diohlorosil#*2,4*oyol0pmtadime (VIII) m e

P
m i
mm
0. Frits, V, Kmnmrling, 6. Sesmtag, B.J. Secher,
B.A,V. Bbsworth, m d J, Grobe, Z. aaort, n. allgem. C h m . ,
301. 10 (196)).
Maeller, R. Reehm, a W R. Rayer, Bar.

JOJO

(1 9 69 ),

^ R.A. Bmkeser, R.F. G r m m m , and 6 .N. Stmton,
Ghem, Roe,^ 85. 5009 (196D# Ihid, .
4795# *»7«7
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reduced by lithium «liminiusi hydride in diaetl^learbitol to
The latter conpound m § found

#ilm*2,4*oyolopoatodi#a# (ix).

V
to have the following p%eieal properties;
1.4865, A.2 ^

838 m ,

5,6,

60-68®,

n^

for comparison,

eyelopentadiene has b.p. 48,5®, n^^ 1.4446,
l o g f | ^ 5.55.

b.p.

830.5 «u,

% « properties of sila-8,4-cyclopentadiene

therefore appear to be quite eooparable with those of its
carbon analogue.

When sila-2,4-eycl0pentsdiene was treated with
potassium §mâ in tetr#ydrofuran or bensene or octane, the
ion X, analogous to the cyclopentedienide im , was reported

#
H

%
to be- formed.

The ultraviolet speetnm of t W silaeyelepentadienide ion a W that of potassium cyclopentedienide were
reported to be very similar.
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Ifoelear magnetic r eewm ce apectre were alao la
accord with the proposed formulae.

I,l-Bichloroslla*2,4*

cyelopentadieM (VIII) shewed deuhlet CH peaks, ratio of
areas III at 2.48't'.

Slla*2,4*cyclepemtadleae (IX) sWwed

dmiblet CH peaks at 2,96
in the ratio 1*1*1).

and ao SIH peak at 4.12 ^ (areas

The silacyelopentadienide i w (X) in

tetrahydrofnrm had CH peaks at 2.70
3.93

and 2,90't, siH at

(areas in the ratio liliO,?), arising from two o

hydrogen atoms, two 0 %dro#*n atoms and mas hydrcgen atom
bonded to silicon.
The silacycl^entadienide ion re*Kted with bremobensene to form l-phenyl- and 1,1-diphespl- sila*2,4-«polop^tadiens.
It is sigsificmt that the open chain analopie of
sila*2,4*ey#lopmtadiene, vis. divinylsilaae (XI) did net

u
J) .

XI

react with potassicn sand, miggestieg that the resonance
stabilisaticn of a closed a electron system is required for
formation of the Im ,
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It would be strong ovtdenee for tbs ability of sili
con to fona double bonds if tbs above work could be eonfiromd.
However, in a recent very brief note^, the mtbors bave
reported that tbsy have not been able to reproduce the w e #
and have withdrawn their claims pending further investigation,

Q&mt Work
West^ was unable to delpdrogenate silipycloheaume
(XII) ever platinum or palladium at 500®,

Flats and BelWwva^

O
l\

HH
m
tried to dehrdroganate tbs dioathyl derivative of the mum
hut without sueeess. '
Baoduiser and O.M. ttanton, J, Am,

Boc..

§2, 8# (1965).
Beat, J, W. .Obsm. âoc,. 76, 6ol2 (1954).
^A,F, Flats a W H.A. BeliWmm, J. Gen. Chen.

O.e.e.lU, a # 9529 (1997) Baglitb tramala#
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. T m a u m c M , c m s im u L u m

Evidence for t M fartletpaticBi of gllleon
in Rtionanee Foctbi
In view of the leek of eueeese in et&empte to eyntkeeiee eeepownd# # l e h emtein either « cerhon-silieon or
eilieon-eilicon doohle head, there W e heen much interest in
the shility of silicon to perticipste in resonance forms in
# i e h it m p he represented as doubly bonded.

In spite of a

rather large nmnber of investigations, there appears to he
as yet little sgreament.
4o
Gilman and tmsm
have fmmd the ultraviolet
absorption spectrum of triphemylcarbinol to be generally
similar to that of triphenylsilsnol hut t W effect of added
Wdrochlorie msid is quite différantt in the ease of triphenyIcarhinel, addition of acid prWuces a bathochromic
displacsnent of t W wavelength of maximal absorpticm hut no
such effect is noted with triphei^lailanol.

The difference

is even more marked with the p-dimettylamlno- derivatives.
^H. Gilmem and G.l. SiBtn, J. Am. Chem. Soc.. 72,

21# (1990).

UNIVERSh’lPof

W : m S 0R IMàfdi
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In the eeee of the tripheaylearhiael m d its derivatives,
the speetms measured is that ©f t W i m

for whieh

ten resmmee stroetnres of ths forms me^lified hy XIII,
XIV and XV may be written.

In t W ease of tripfaaaylsilmol
0

9
f V c ®
è

0

®

9

o - |
Ù

X \ l

X V

the absenee of hathoehrmie mve length displaemmnt in the
ultraviolet speotrma on addition of mid indieates that the
ion (GgHg)^Si®, if formed, is net stabilised in the earn
way on aeeomt of the inabili^ of the ailieon atom to form
double hmds.
A related piece of evidence from the same authors
is that Hamnett* s 6 cmstmt for the osmpomd p-dlmethyl*
amimotriphenylchlerosilme (Wl) is different from that

S i CL
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found In the correspcrading substituted cUorotrlphenylmetiume.
Since the (/ constant is usually taken to be a measure of
combined inductive and resonance effects m d since the latter
are represented formally as involving an increased proportion

of canonical forms of the type exemplified by XVII, m e

CL

m

cmcludea that malogous interactions cannot take place in
the allicm series.

Similarly the stability of the triphenyImethyI
radical is attributed to the possibility of resonmee ammg

canonical forms of the type of Fig, XVIII, XIX, etc.

0 ^ 1

the

o=

' Ô

M

S

K
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other hand, triphanylehloroailane does not give triphenyiallyl
radieala with sodium, nor does hexaphenyldlsilane dissociate
as does heaapWnylethane,

Indeed, tri-o-tolyl- m d tri-o-

naphthyl- ehlorosllanes do not react with sodium at all, though
the corresponding earhoa compounds readily form free radicals.
As has heen mmtimed above, tWre is no evidence
for the existence of silicon to emygen double bcmds similar
hi ho
* , not even in sili

to those fmnd in carbonyl co#ounds
cates.

Kriegamaam and Beyer

have examined the infrared

and Raman spectra of cwpounds of the following structures:
m^UC=&iMty

(MeO)^iC=GSl(We)y and Cl^lC=C8iClj.

They concluded that there is free rotation about the siliconcarbon bond and hence no del^mlisation of « electrons across
these boWe.

In the aompeund trimst%lsilylsulphida [(Ms^i)gS]
both infrared and Ramm spectra showed the bond order of the
carbmi-sllieon bond to be 1.00 and in (liejSi)gCHg the force
Bright and M.J, Hunter, J. Am, Cfam, Sec.,
80) (19W^7).

^A.M. Lasarev. Zh. Obshch. Rhim.. 31. W 6l (1961)
- cf. Chem. Aba., jg,
Kriegmaann and I. Beyer, Z. anorg. a. allgem,
Cham.. 311. 180 (1961).
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cxmstmt# of the central aillem-carbim bonda are also conaiakb
tent with a b o W order of 1.00 ,
Other workers, on the other lumd, have produced
evidence that elaatrona c«ua be delocalised across a silicon
atom, or that silicm can take part in rescmance forms in
which it is represented as doubly bonded.
Motamarl Ksnasaahi^^ found that the compound CIHG:
CHCMe^ eliminates hydrogen chloride with dilute alkali, but
the eoapmtnd ClBCtCBBiMs. does not. He attributed this to
5
a
®
t W participation of resoncmce fona of the type Cl :GR.CHtSi,
This would therefore require not only the ability of silicon
to form double bonds but also its ability to be pentacovalent,
i.e. its ability to use its d orbitals in boWing.
Trisilylamine, (H^Si)^, wtmld be expected to be
a good electrcm donor since the electrwegativity of silicon
is less t h m that of nitrogen.

Hence the lone pair of

electrons on nitrogen ebimld be readily available for bond
ing.

However, in fact, the compound forms only a very un-

stable co#lex with borcm trifluoride

mod is therefore a

Xriegsmenn, Z. Eleetrochme.. 6l. I C ^ (1957).
^^letonori Hmasaahl. &ill. Chem. Soc, Japan. 23.
44 (1955) - cf. Cham. Aba.. ^
^A.B. Burg and E.S. Suljan, J. Am, Chem, Soc., 72.

5105 (1950).
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weaker base than trImatbylemlme. Tba original aathors
aeerlbutad tbit to the participation of the lone pair of
elactrons on nitrogen in double bond# of atrueturaa of the
type HjSi®îhP(SlHj)g.

Thla type of bonding, if it exista,

w w l d also account for the fact that trisilylamine is
k>f
planar * ubareas trimet%l#mine is tetrahedral or pyramidal.
43
Muelear magnetic resonmee studies
have shown
that in trimetlylsilanol the hydroxplie proton is more
protonic than that in trhmthyIcarbinol. This has been
attributed to d-orbital resonance which would involve forms
such as Me

Other a u t W r s ^ have suggested that

this involves one of the filled p orbitals of oxygen, the
otlmr filled p orbital being involved in disiloxanes.

On

the other hand it has been pointed out above that infrared
evidence has shown no sign of dmble bond character in
silicates^

Rsdberg, J. dm. Cham. See., g , # 9 1 (1955).
^L. Allred, 1.6. Rechow m d f,6.A. Stone, J. Inerg,
and Huclear Chem., 2, 4l6 (1956).
maney, K.J. Lake, E. West and L.8. Whatley,
Chem. and Ind., (1959) 1129.
ka
A.W. Lazarev, op. cit.
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«0
Stewttcd m d fierce^ have shorn that In slimes
with msamratsd or aromstle subieitutmts ths sold eatalysai
^rolysis of the 81HI h m d is slower t h m in silme# with
saturated suhstltutmts.

attributed this behavimr to

dative a hmâiMg to silieoa.
Mirmov m d Gbumsevshll^^ have sWwn that in compounds of the formla GlJtfs^^8i6Ri(Mg the etiylenie streteh*
ing frequmoy near l600 enT^ beeoms stronger as a inereases,
the reverse is true for tiui b m d (at i£ % em"^) in eoopounds
of the formla Cl^Me^^SiCHgCHjCBg.
no
Best m d Rraihmsel
eoapared the aoetylmie
stretching fre#meies, GB stretching frequencies, basicities
towards pheml and acidities towards diaathylformamide of
eoapounds of formlae m = G g m s ^ and B C = C S i ( G ^ } ^ , with
those of t W cmrespmding l*allynes,

T h ^ emeluded that

there is dmive bonding f r m earbm to siliem in the foner

^0*B, Steward m d Ô.R, fierce, J. Am. Chew. Soc..

eg, 4932 (1961).
^Sr.f, Mirmov m d B.A. Cfaosaevshii, Dhhlady Ahad.
Sauh 888R. iW, III? (1962)- cf. Chem. Abe..
2 0 # (1963).
Best and G.i. Braihmael. Inora. Cham.. 1. 967

(1962).
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mgua and Prtaee^^ have studied the ultraviolet
absorption speotra (la eynlshaaaae) of a series of eou#owads
of the formula (Cgl^)^ sWre M la Si, 6e, Sn, or fb, m d
X Is CgBÿ-, - m , -f, -Cl, -Br, or -ii(Cgfi^)j.

In all exeept

the C M S #ere X * -M((^E_)^ the 1 hand (for nomenclature see
ref. 54) In the 2)0-270 mp reglm slunw bensenold fine struc
ture, but uhea X Is -^(CgBj)^ am intense X hand appeari.

In

the case of hexaphenyldlsllme, (C^lH^)^ig, the ultraviolet
absorption apaatrum shmm a maximum at 246,5'

• 32,600.

This would appear to s##est that conjugation takes plme across
th# slllcen-silicon boW.
Sllyl Isothloeysmate Is mat tetrahedral as one would
expect, but llnear^^, possibly on account of participation of
@
»
the resonance form H^Slw» H#» C m S» Again, the Sl-O-Sl boad
angle In sllamamea^*^ Is about 150®, rather than the expected
tetrahedral mgle or right angle.
Magne and k«H. Prince, Prec. Chen. Soc., (1962)

300.

^Sf .y. Forbes m d B. Shlltoe, In Amerlcm Society
for Testing Materials STF Me, 269. Syeyosium on Spectroscopy
(1#) p T i K
^^A.0. Macblatmid and A.C. Haddock, J. Inorg. and
Ihtclear dhen.. jl, 4ll (1955).
^ . f . Curl and K.8. Fltser, J. km, Chem. Soc., §0,

2371 (1958).
^%.G. McKem, ipcctrochimica Acta, jyj, ^

(1958).
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Some iBËerestlnf work^ shows that elites la the
p posiCion to m aromatie ting shows unusual reactivity
compared with that in thi a or y position.

Thus, in the

ultraviolet spectrum there Is snhsmcsd hathochromie displace
ment and the infrared epectrwm shows an increased Sl-G hand
Intensity.

The probable «aylaaation is that the aromatic s

electrims overlap the outer orbitals of t W silieoa atom in
the p posltim.
The cOopcmnd XX has been clalmed^^ to show no

25
armaatic character.

However, the ime derived from

bis(2,2* -biphe^leme) silicon (XXX) by gain of two eleetr
^Tu.P. Egorov, t.A. laites, N.6. Tolstikova, and
E.A, Gharnyshev, Isvest. Akad. H m k 8SSR. CHIdel. E&im. Hmik,
(1961) 410 (toglish'trmslatioh) .
'
^%.H. Brgye, H, % w W l m d I, Gaplier, J. Am.
Cham. Boa 8), 44o6 (196I).
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m
#Ww# Itt its sleetrsit psrwuignetie rssmsaes spectrum
behsvicur tbst wbieb would be myeeted &£ m system of 26
eleetreas deleealised seress the siliem s t m

60

. However,

tbs origiusl sutWrs point out tbst this m a h#p#m only
becsuse t W two ring lystems o m be #

right smgles without

less of emujugstlm energy # # esse without psrsllel in the
eerbcm series.
Other evidwoe emms from inductive effects.

Since

silicon is swre electropositive then cerbm one would expect
simple ehlorosilsnes to have # greater dipole «mmernt then the
corresponding carbon compound, but the reverse is f m W to be
true, as Wbown in Table I,

^R,B. Cowell, e, Drry end S. I. Weissmm, J. Am.
Chem. #00.. @2, @22 (1963).

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR LIBRARY
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TABLE 1

61

D I M M MOMENTS (DEBTi UNITE) OF CBLOEOEILANEE
AND eBSmaHTiABSS
Si Conpeufid

Dipole iteent

C Cmpound

BIN Cl

1.28

CB^Ci

1.87

ElHgClg

1,17

CHgClg

1.56

SiHCl,
3

0.85

CNC1_
3

1.00

®

Dipole Memmt

@

Contribution# from t W reoononee form R ^ i w Cl emld oeemnt
for tbie difference.

Alto the ieportmee of eueh etrueture#

me meeeured ly tlwir effect on dipole moment deereeeee in the
order 8if > SiCl > SlBr^'^^, la necordene# with the feet ,

(mwmplmined but accepted) thet elmmeat# of low period in the
Nriodic Table form double bmade more readily than those of
higher period.
The dipole moments of a series of para*substituted
pharyltrimethylailanes (p*EC^S^SiMe^) have h e m meawred^
ga
L.O, BroeWay and I.E. Coop, Trass. Faraday Boo..
1429 (1938),

Curran, l.M. Witueki, smd F.A, ffcCusker, J. An.
Chem. Boo.. 72. 4471 (1930).
^%.L, Beilley, C. Curran, asd F.A. MeO&sker, J. An.
Chem. Bee J 6, 5311 (1954) .
^H. Buffer and T. Be fries, J. An. Chem. Sec., jg,
5817 (1951).
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«ad tit* BHMMsit of th# tvimetlylailyl group ealculated, oommlag that the moment of the X group la the aame a# ita value
in other aromatic oompwnda.

The moment #tieh ia attributed

to the group Mo^Si- varies eenslderably, indicating t W possi
bility of eontributicuta from resmaance forms which in turn
will depend on the ability

of X

to conjugatewith the ring.

Values are set out in Table II,

TABLE II
MQMMT Of Me^Si m m w IN p-XCgl^flMe^

X

H

HOg

Moment 40.44

COCW Br

Cl

f

Me

0.49 0.46 0.27 0.1) 0.2) -0.06

NHg

NMSg

-0.1) -0.26

Even in phenyltrinethylailane itself the meaMmt is
0,42 D, wWreas that of t-Wtylbmnsene is 0.))

although

one would expect the silieen compound to have the higher di
pole mmaent cm asoowmt of t W more electrmqwsitive character
of silicon compared with carbon.

gjlisomimm lens
T W stability of msar ions in the carbon series is
uMially attributed to the possibility of resonance among
Vrieser, M.V. Eagle, and Jf. gpeier, J. An. Chen.

E«a,. 32, 2821 (1955).
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several structures (c£« discussieo of Gilmaa smd Dunn's
4o

results

abwe).

Effectively this spreads the positive

charge over more atoms.

So far there is no emieluslve evi

dence for the existence of sillcmlum lone even as unstable
intermediates.

The trlpbenylmethylhalides form conducting

solutions in liquid sulplwr dioxide, nitrcmethane, nitro
benzene, and dimet^ylformamide, but the correspmiding triphmylsilyl em^mmds ham no significant cmbietwuee vmder
êé
the same conditions , Even the ccmpowmd trl- (p.dimet%l-

amimaphimyl )-chloro#ilame gp-MHSgC^R^)^ IGl] is not ionised,
although tbs carbon analeqpie (Crystal Violet) is readily
ionised in aolutiwi.

ftochow et al , ^ believed that they had

evidence from conductance amssuraasnts for A a existence of
siliconium ions but later reinterpreted their results as
68
arising from hydrolysis by traces of water .

%are is at present no evidence of reactions ammng
silicon compmmds ly a mechanism anal%ous to the well-hmown
^il, Gilman and G.E. Dunn, op. cit.

66

A.B. Thomas and 1.6. Rochme. 3* Inorg. mad Nuclear
a g k , 4, 205 (1957),

6in#ld, E.G. Bochow, D. Seyferth, A.G, Smith,
and R. Nest, 3* àm, Ghmn. Soc.» 74, 6)06 (I952).
^A.B. Thomas m û E.G. Rocbow, 3. Am. Chem. Soc..
184) (1957).
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SMI type in the cerhcei eeriee.

A meehemiem involving pente-

ewelent eilieen it feund in its piece,

fhie can involve

# p % hybrid m*ital#^, a proa### iaprebable in the earbcm
aerie# on aeewmt of the highmt cmergy of the orbital# to
be need relative to thoee alrwdy involved In bonding.
Sommer^ believe# that ailieenim ion# are not
formed only beeanae cmargetioally more favearable path# are
available.

Negative ion# haveIbe
been deteoted^^ and ion# of

the type (CgS^)^! " are

72

QfxetmM Theoretioal Conaideration#
The evidmoe proMcnted above for eleetron deloealiaation involving ailieon is not meeeaaarily eoe#arable
with t h # preaented for earbon eo^pemeda.

In the latter

aeriea, formation of a double bom# refeirea overlap of two p
orbital# to form a a bond.

In Wbe eaae of a earbon-earben

double bond both w w W be 2p otbitala.

In a earbon-ailieon

^G. S#era, ” Qrganoailieon Goapoimd#", Butterworth,
pp. 103-113.
SoeaMr and G.A. Bmaghman, J. Am. Chen. Soc..

85, 33W (1961).
^ ^ G . Townaend, J. Chem. Soe.. (I962) 5I.
Gilimm, G.L. Marra, N.J. Ihrepka, mad J.N. DieU,
J. era. #em. . g , 1260 (1962).
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double bend tbmt m

eerbou would be Sp, th a t on eilleon 3p.

It le et onee evident tbmt equiveleat ty m m ttf of two orbi
tale le aot a eufflcient guarmtee that they will eonbine to
f o m a n bond# they may have aueh dieaimilar radii that they
do not overlapeffectively.

However, a eilieeo-ailieoa double

b m d would mot be aùbjeot to thia limitation W t evidence for
mxeh ia virtually mm-exiateat.
R e v e r t ^ to the diaeuaaicm of earbma-ailicim double
bond#, the evidence for electrm delocaliaaticn aeroaa ailieon
ia not termaae aince delocaliaaticn can involve the readily
available d orbitale of ailieon, iriLth pentagonal aymaatry,
each d crbital having 2 modal plmea, in emstraat to the ime
of a p orbital.

Indeed aueh orbitale vrould coebime double

bond character with free r # a t i m about aueh a bond, aince a
d^-p^ W a d could be formed with each d orbital in turn, wbereaa
p^-p^ boWa are well-knmm to be reaiatmt to twieting on
aecomtt of the loaa of bond ewrgy thereby (Ref. 69, p. 98).
Thia haa acme bearing «at the theoretically beat
way of atteatptimg to prepare a cooyound containing a carbonailicm double bond.

It haa ueually been aawxeed that euch

a bond, if capable of «xiatmeee, would be preferentially
^C. Reborn, op. cit.
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stabilised h f eeajugatiem with aroostle groups.

(Compare

the relative ease of dehydrohalogenatlea of o-phenyl-p-haloethmee with the rather difflewlt debydrohalegenation of
primary alhyl halides.)

Goase#ently the few deliberate

atte#t# to prepare earbem-eilieom doohle bonds have omelly
been attampts to prepare oempooad# of a type eaalogous to
styrene, stilbene, ©•pheiylatyrene, or triphesyletbyleae.
It now appears that the energy of a bonding between the
silicon d orbitals end ttui arceodtic a orbital# wmp be so
favwreble that little, if any, metre meergy would he gained
by comjngaticn of the more coamwn type.

It h M been aeggeetw"^^

cm,
that ccopmmda s w h as

Si## CH. might be easier to form

since in this ease polymerisatlm wenld iwanlt in loss of all
cmejngatim energy, iduunias with the w y l snbstiWtW compoonds
the 1m s of-emjngation mergy an polymerisatim could be, at
least partially, re#iaad by d -p conjugation.
R »
woxh d m # not sui^mt this mggestion.

The present

(It dheuld be pointed

out that the original m t W r s presented it merely as a less
mlihely method. )
Pltser^^ in a dieeuseim. has suggested that repulsion
Beattie a W f. Gilson, Nature. 193. lOhl (1962).
7 V i . fitser, J. Am. Chem. # m

jJO, 2l40 (1948).
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between eleetrme in e bond and thoee in the inner ehelle of
neigMKmrlng atom# emeet the interatoraie dietanee between
neighbouring atenm to be relatively greater than expected
frcwa the imcreaee of atomic raâiua alone.

% i e in turn

reduce# owrlap of p orbitale to the point whire it ia iaaufficient for m y gain of energy bf format i m of a « bmd.
Thia effect will, of aonree, be #eater for eecmd period
elowmta t h m for thoae of the first period.

Mulliken^ has

criticised these views m theoretical iprounds.
M I m the practical evidence, the theoretical evi
dence for carbon-siliem donble bonds mpeare to be incmelusive.

Frepsratien of Carbm-Garbon .Double Bonds Bar Pyrolysis
of Hydrogen Phthala*## of Tertiary Mcohels
It has long been known that Ryrolysie of esters
(e.g. acetmes m â benamtes) over almniaa &t glass beads
proceeds with elimination of m
fim.

m i d and formation of an ole-

This reactim, the Kraft's réaction, has bean well-

reviewed bf b®

The mchanism may be repremmted as

75R.g, milihem, J. Am. Chm. Sec.. Jg, 4493 (1950).
^C.a. Do fay and R.N. King, Cham. Revs. . 60, 4)1

(I960),
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involving # ^elie transition stats.

Il

n-CBv-CH-o-c-»' —
^

R-ct_y

I

I7

&

^R

— >

a-c-oi

+

'e

I I

II

m R

0

Tetrachlorophthallc meld has also been used as the acid
Work in this laboratory^ has developed a novel
methW for preparation of the hydrogen phthalates of tertiary
aleoWls,

Snob esters are not readily accessible hy eoaven-

ticnal Bwthods since the tertiary alcohol undergoes ready
elinisatien of miter to f o m m olefins under the usual estéri
fication cenditions.

The aathW developed üat this laboratory

requires pcnversicn of the alcoh»! to the alkoxide ion by
titration with an etWreal solution of sodiua triphemylsathyl.
Tito eW-point is retoily detected by the persistance of the
blood-red colour of the triphesylmethide ion.

The solution .

of alkcnide ion is then stirred vdth ptohalic anhydride wtoreupon the sediiai salt of the tydrogm phthalate is forawd.
This is isolated by solution in water «to then converted to
tto acid phthalate by pouring onto a mixture of crushed ice
«to hydrechlorie acid.

J. Ori.

The reactions %Aieh occur are set out

*^K.6. mtherford, J.M. Prokipcak and D.P.C. Pung,
58a (19&5):
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below.

mm

cm +

BO

He

0
mo® He®

+
C-0

+

He

He'^

C- 0

0
The %rlpbeeylme«bem# fomeé le teeoluble in weter end hemee
reedlly eepeoeeted,

% e ^ f o g e n pbthelete neuelly eeperetee

ee e « m wbleh ie reevyetetlieed from e eblorofom-petrolenm
ember eelvent peir.

Yield# ere JO to

It be# eleo b e m found In tble leboretory^*^ tbet
the ^ r o g e n pbtbeletee of tertlery eleobol# deec»g>eee et or
neer the melting point, ueuelly below IJO®, mneh lower than
for eeetetee or beneoetee.

Ybe reeetlom proeeede In reeemebly

good yield (JO to 60#) end eppeere to yield only oleflsM end
77H.G.
Preklpoek,end D.P.C. Fung,
RoWe Eutberfard,
mm%WMmJkWWw0 J.M.
e#*
J, Org, Ghem.,
5St (
(103).
* 1, JgS, 9**
1969)'

78

Frlwete Informetlon,
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phthalle ecid, with a notable absence of tarrtog,

Trlphaetyl-

earbinyl hydrogen pbthalate, in idtieh there ie no hydrogen
atom in the position g to the phthslic aeid does not decompose
eves at JCK)®C.
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mASTU 111 • Di#c9##ioN # KBfgRiimim mmsuiM

Stlyl *#t#re
le «ta Wped #t th# outaat that the «liminatioa of
phthalle acid from l^drogan pbtbalata cater# could be extended
to the ailicom aerlea, ainee ttui mild condition# of the elimi
nation might caeid polymerlaation.
Although a reaaonable mari>er of ailyl eater# are
hnomt araat are eater# of imorgmic acida.

Indeed, it a liat^?

claimed to be complete up to the middle of 106« <mly eight
are given, namely di-(trimetbylailyl) aulphate, di-(triethylailyl) aulphate, tri- (trimetlqrlailyl) phcmphate, trimetbylailyl
acetate, trietbylailyl acetate, ethyldietho^ailyl acetate,
tri-(n-propyl)-ailyl acetate, and triphenylailyl acetate.
Method# that have been need for preparing eater# of
ailanola include*
i)

Seaction of a chloroailane with acetic anlydride’^^.

.^^C.A. Burbhard, op. cit.
^K.A, Axdrimov, A.A. Zhdamov, mad A.A. Bogdanova,
Ahml. Hauk SSSB. Jh, 697 (190) « cf. Cham. Aba.. ^

I»;
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il)

ill)
iv)
v)
Vi)

Eeacticn of a chloroailane with t W silver aalt of an

Reaction of a ailaaol with m acid chloride®^.
Eaaetion of a chloroailane with acid®®.
Reaction of a dlailmaane with wlphurlc acid®^.
Maetioa of a diailoxaae with m acid anhydride and
84
sine chloride .

vii)
viii)

Reaction of an alhmqrallane with an acid aa%dride®^,
Réaction of a trial%lailme with a carh«mylic acid in

86

praaenc# of aluminiua iodide and iodine

•

'

®®C. Rapa, Bar Dtach.
Sea.. 14, 1 8 # (1881).
See also H.H. W d r w n a n d g. Fiacfiir.’'J.' Ora. Chrau. 19.
1896(105).
^
® V s . Hamatkin, À.V. Topahiav, and f.I. Machna,
g W . Sauk SSS&. 87. 233 (1958) - of. Chan. Aha..
®®f. rntimme, Canpt. Rand.. 235. 0 6 (1958).
®%. Fatxwde and D.F. Wilemsk. J. Am, Chmm. Soc., 68.
358 (1946).
-------- ®S, Valade, C.R. Acad. Sol. Faria. 246. 958 (1958).
®%.g. Post and e.g. Bofrichter. J , Ora. Cham.. 5.
443 (1946).
"-----®®2.N. Dolgov, g.P. Buiritoaov, and M.G. Voronkhov,
J. C m . (Am, Mmeow, 2%. B6l (1954) - ef. (Am, Aba,, 49.
w t w t :
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ix)

%)

Reaction of an orgaaoaillcon chloride with m alkali
metal aalt of the aeid®^,
S3
Tranaeaterifloatlon .
Di- and tri- acetates have also bema prepared®^

and fomd to react with dlphmyldiehloroallme to give <^ellc
polyalloamea.
Ho phthalate# of organoailanols have been reported
and the only atteint to prepare such appears to have been that
ef Oilman and Smart^, who were wnabla to isolate mqr eater
from the reactlw of tripheoylailanol with phthalic anhydride.

Bmaent Attempts to Prepare #ilyl %drogen
fhthalatea and ‘Pyrolyaia. %ereof
It appeared that for the present work the readily
available co#ounda dlphenylmethylahlmwailme and triamt^lchloroailaa# would be the moat suitable, aimee the expected

® V a . Schuytm, J.H. Maaver, and J.D, Reid, d# ..Am,..
2 U 0 (107).
1716 (1933).

Anderson «ad G.M. Stanislow. J. Chrt, Cham..
----

®9yaeuakl Makaide am* Toehio Takiguehi, J. Org.
Oham,. 0 . 4144 (1961).

^K. Oilman and O.M.E. Smart. J. Org* Obam.. 16.
4 0 (1931).
----
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pro#ct# wwld have the structure

which is

atahlllsed by ccnjugmtioa or (CB_)^i;C3^ wWLch is not effected
by d orbital interaction.

(See above.) Initially it was

intended to prepare the silyl hydrogmm phthalate# by the
rewtion described above via the eilwolate ion.

Since it

was know that the silwole would eendsmee readily to form
disiloacanes, the first attempts were directed at preparation
of # e silmols.

gydrolysii of Chloroeilaaes
irwliminary «##rimmt# showed that diphesyhiethylchlorosilme could be readily %drolysed with water.

%e

course of reaction was easily followed since the chlorosilane
is daouser t h m water tmâ the silanol less dmtse.

gydrolysie

could also be carried out by # e use of a soditn bicarWnate
solution,

fhs product we# mstrmtod w i A ether m d an svapor-

atiw of solvent a #ite oil mmained,

this oil was soluble

in etber or henssske but formed no precipitate with a solutim
of phthalic mbydride in the same solvents.

Gn standing for

a few days this oil depositW crystals, m.p. 37-49®, apparently
svm-tetraphenvldimetWldisil^sme.

k repetition tm a larger

scale using sodium bicarbonate g # m a turbid oil which solidi
fied cm attested distillation giving the s a w disiloaune.
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It is Inoim that tydrslysis of eMorosilsass in
acidic or Wsio media readily lewis to condmssatioa products,
ttitough special tecMi### have heen developed by # i c h this
cam be smwided.

mawever, it was decided to use erne ef the

other metibods^ that have be«c u s W for tbm preparation of
silyl esters*

the original authors sWch «c ethereal solution

of the chlorosilme with a slur^ of # e sodiua salt of the
acid, the latter present in 1 0 0 meess.
carried out in a flaih fitted with m

the reaction was

exit tuba idiich termi

nated in a fritted glass disc so that after coopletion of the
reaction the solution Of the silyl ester could be removed
filtration directly.
In the présent work the reactmts m r e shakm over
night

(10-20 hours)

using usually potassim lydrogen phthalate

(0*5 mole), chlorosilme (0.83 mole) and solvmt(SOO-JOO ml.).
Ether, b m s m e or carbon tetrachloride was used as solvmt.
Yhe latter two were preferred bmrnse of the insolubility of
phWhslic m i d in these solvents,

la all eases a waxy mlid

was d# o s i t W m d the solution became yellow,

T W precipi

tated solids were invarWbly covered with a thick p m that
could be rmoved only ly prolonged mtraction in a Soxhlet
Schuyten, J.W. Weaver, m d d.D. Reid,

op.
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extractor ualng earbcm tetrachloride or beneene.

These solid#

consisted of mixtures of mreected potassium tydrogen phthalate,
potassium chloride and phthalic acid.
he extremely slow.

Filtration proved to

Usually twelve hours or more via a water

aspirator through a medium grade porosity sintered glass funnel
was required for total separation.

The yield of potassiim

chloride m d residual potassium hydrogen phthalate usually
indicated reaction to the extent of 5O-Î0*
The filtrate, after rmmval of solvent under reduced
pressure, still contained ehlorosilaiw as shown by lydrolysis
to a disilcmme m d reaction of the aqueous layer with silver
nitrate.

The filtrate was found to react slowly with bromine

in carbon tetrachloride, depositimg pMhalic acid (see below).
It also decolourised alkaline potassium permmgmaate, though
slowly.

Unfortunately these observatims could not be taken

as evidence for the formation of a carbcn-silicon double bosui
since tetraphenyldimethyldisilmme also slowly decolourised
bromine water (althou# not bromine in carbm tetrachloride)
and diphenylmstbylchlorosilans slowly decolourised bromine
water or brmtine la carbon tetrachloride and reacted vigorously
with bromine in acetic mid.
On attmyted distillation of the product only a
very «sail ammmt of liquid mas obtained shieh on stmding in
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the refrigerator solidified to tetrapMnyldimettyldisilmane.
The materials Which might have been diphenylmettyleilyl hydrogen phthalate proved to be extremely difficult to
characterize, not only becance of their gumey, uncrystalliaable nature but also because of their extreme tendency to
hydrolyse reWily (cf. ref. 9I).

Os standing, phthalic acid

sms invariably deposited but no material having the properties
expected of the structure (CgH^)gSiiCHg was ever isolated.
Again, the infrared spectrum did not indicate the presence of
such a linkage.
In m e experiment, distillation of the filtrate
gave dipheaylmstbylsilaaol, the physical constants of lAlch
were in agpreeamnt with ttose previously reported^ 4 T W
analysis was in agreement with calculated values.

This com

pound reacted very slowly with brosdne in carbon tetrachloride

or acetic acid, but the undistilled residue (a brom #m)
readily reacted with both.

The distillate showed both free

and hydrogen bonded hydrcwyl in its infrared spectrum at 2.65
and 2.87 - 5.1 u in carbon tetrachloride.

In the presmce of

Andreev and L.L. ShcWkovskaya, Immst. Akad.
Hauk 8SSR Otdel. Xhim. Hauk. (1953) I S - cf. Cbem. Abe..
M,

3 0 4 (W ) . -----------

----------

^.H. Daudt and J.P, %de, J. Am. Ghem. Soc.. 74.
386 (1938),
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dilute hydroehlutie «eld it coadmsed t© tetrmpbenyldimetlQrl^
dleiloxme.

During the diatlllmtiw mueh trouble v«e experi

enced with a «bite solid Uhieh sublimed on the cooler areas
of the apparamw*

îhis m m identified a# phthalic anhydride.

In a separate experiment the crude diphenytoetï^l*
silyl hydrogen phthalate was hasted to reflux temperature for
some hours.

On cooling a precipitate was formed which was

recovered by filtration m d identified as phthalic anhydride,
Distillatim of the filtrate yielded diphenylmethylsilanol
m d more phthalic anhydride. Attempts at chromatographic
separatim yielded only impure diphenylmetlylsilmol.
It is possible that the diphmylmethylsilmol formed
m s merely an artifact of hydrolysis of the initially formed
ester. However the high yield of product makes this uclikely
particularly when distillation was carried mit soon after
preparation of the ester.

It is to he cmcluded that the mode

of dacompositicn is that shown by the equation
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Although not reported for tertiary alcohols tlw
raactimti has hem found to occur with primary and
secondary aleehol#^^^^^ such as eyclohexylmethyl ^drogen
pWhalat# and sec-hutyl hydrogen phthalate.

The preferred

traasitiw state appears to be
P
C — O — Si—CHa

though there seams to be mo reason

the alternative transi-

time state

leading to the esmpeumd

#i(c^)g

should niMt be used.

93

G.P, ghulmm, J.a. Bennett# and D.G, Botteron#

»g. Che... a # 3903ll*62).

^ 1,6. Butherfmrd and D.P.C. fung.

Private informa

tion. .
^ m.m. Isnheers# B u ll, sec. cMm., Belg._,
232
(1 ^ 4 ) - c f. B e ils te in 's BandbuWi der (hrgmisWkma CSüaie# E II#
vol. 9, p. 3@T.

mvERsmr of Windsor u b m y
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Pwsibly the differing eleetrmegmtivitie# ef eilie«m and
carbon «udce the Mtbyi carbon so negative that the carbwyl
oxygen 1# repelled.

Alee the incipient eillccminm ion

appears reluctant to form.
q6
Silylidene diacetates are teown^ to dec«w#ose

formùtg acetic mbydride tmâ a polyneric sil«HU»e.

The ex

pected silicon analopie of a ketone is not obtained although it
presumably is an intermediate in the formation of t\m polymer,

Trimethylstlyl Hydr(%en l%thalate
In view of the difficulty experienced with diphenylmethylailyl hydrogen phthalate and in view of the theoretical
prediction that (#g)gSixGHg edght be mere stable than a com
pound cmtaining an aromatic ring conjugated with the double
bond# an atteeyt was made to prepare trimettqrlsilyl hydrogen
phthalate,
same general mettmd %Aich was mceessful for the
preparation of diphe%rlmethylsilyl hydrc^en phthalate was used.
Trimethylchlorosilane (0.25 mole) mad potassium %drogen
phthalate (0,5 mole) were mechanically i^sdeen for 15-20 Wurs
with bensaae (approximately 500 ml.).
^K.Aw Andrianov# A,A. Zhdanov# and S.A, Pavlov#
^ l a ^ ^ W . Nawk S881. 102. 8) (1955) - f Cksau Abe.. jgO#
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Again the residue wee « white solid which iws showm
by ecetom extractimi to comteim phthalic acid. The filtrate
was again yellow amd was very readily hydrolysed.

On ome

occasion a distillate was obtained from which phthalic acid
m m precipitated an the

addition of hrcmiw hut «oalysis

showed that silicon was present only in the amount of l.h?^
(calculated for trimet%lsilyl hydrogen phthalate# 11.0 ).
This %drog«a phthalate also reacted at <mtee with bromine in
acetic acid,

fhdhalic aeid was depositai.

In another n m a

distillate m m obtained# b.p. #*84® (literature values for
trimethylsilanol and heaemaethyldiailoname are 100 and IW.g®
respectively ; gsuer^ reports that a mixture of the two
boils at 88®). ,Cmisider#le phthalic acid sublimed in the
distillatim #paratus and on filtration of the uWiatllled

residue a further qusntity of phthalic acid was obtained.
The distillate mcntinuod to show a wide range of Wiling point

on further distillation and was found by #alitative tests to
cmctain silicon but no halogen. Analysis shenrad the distillate

to have the ooapoaitisn* C# 34*10# H# 8,00# Si# 12.79$.
This corresponds to a formula % . 3^ 7,5®*‘| oo®6 1 ^

^«««

th# nature of the distillate romains obscure.
\,0* Samar# op, cit.
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Preparation of Silyl Benmates
In view of the extreme practical diffieultiee

axpariaoaad in woihli^ with t W ailyl lydrogen phthalate# it
wa# of interest to see whether the difficulties were due to
the nature of the cmpmaWs or the m t W d s used. With this

sod in mind it %ms decided to attempt # e preparation of the
corresponding silyl Wmmoates#

% e method used was essmati-

ally that used for tie preparation of the hydrogen phthalate#,
Diphenylmitfaylsilyl Benzoate
,9m* mm âhm «M, M M

4m> mm mmr m m

mm mm mmmmmm

In a preliminary experiment a mixture of dipWnyliMthylcblorosilane (O.l? mole) and sodiwm benzoate (O,^

mole) was shaken with carbM tetrachloride (200 ml.) for
nineteen hours. Again a white precipitate was formed which
on filtration via water aspirator became a hard white mass.
Distillation of the yellow filtrate (after removal of solvaat
to vacuo) yielded impure diphmylmethylsilyl benzoate, as
indicated hy the infrared spectrum.
In a similar experiment using this time one-quarter
mole diphmylamtl^lchlorosilsoae m d one-half mole soditm
benzoate to bensmse (400 ml.) the usual white precipitate
m » formed m d this was extrxwted with bwswe.

extract was combined with the original filtrate.

This benzene
The solid

residue was shown by maalysis to contain 3,t$ bsmsoic Mid
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«nd 22$ sodium chloride, the letter corresponding to 89$ of
the theoretical yield.

The extract end filtrate on evapora

tion yielded an oil which on titration with sodium hydroxide
showed a rather high neutralisation equivalent of 570

(calculated for diphenylmethylsilyl benzoate, 5I8). On
heating this oil darkened and m distillation _to vacuo a
small amount of benzoic aeid sublimed on the cooler walls of
the apparatus.

Some small qwmtities of materials not fur

ther investigated were obtained along with a large fraction
shorn % elemental analysis and infrared spectroscopy to be
diphenylmethylsilyl benzoate.
TrimetbylailylM M Bensoate

MB» «MB «W»

mm mm-

m
m
m mm mm mm

this c o ^ w m d %ms prepared in 53$ yield by shaking

trisNStbylahlorosilane with an excess of sodium benzoate in
earbm tetrachloride.

Physical constants were in agremoent

with those reported in the literature,
Di#tillatlon___of SiJ^l Benzoates
Both benzoates distilled ^

v m u o unchmged and

though readily l^drolysed were not as labile to water as the
hydrogen phthalates.
Conclusion
It appears that attempts to prepare silyl hydrogen
phthalates might be successful if carriW out entirely in a
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dry aWosphere.
ani^dride.

Pyrolysis would yield a silanol and phthalic

It mi^t be possible to ’crack* the benzoates,

but it is very unlikely that any compound containing a carbonsilicon double bond would be isolated.

There is, however, a

possibility that a polymer of such a compound might be obtained.

Reaction of Tertiary %drogen Phthalates
with Bronine
The most obvious test for the presence of a carbonsilicon double bond would be the addititm of bromine.

It was

observed however that the silyl hydrogen phthalates themselves
reacted readily with this reagent.

The bromine was usually

decolourised r#idly and a white precipitate was formed idilch
was identified as phthalic acid.

Preliminary experiments

showed the silicon ccmtainlng component to be extremely diffi
cult to isolate so the reaction was investigated in the carbcm
series.

Phenylmethyl-n-propyl-carbinyl Iqrdrogen phthalate
was treated with an equimolar quantity of bromine in carbon

tetrachloride.

Overnight a Wilts solid was deposited and «m

recrystallisation from water a yield of 32.5$ of phthalic
aeid was obtained.

The filtrate was washed to remove bromine

and distilled whereupon two fractions were obtained, apparently
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the ##me material in different states of purity.

Analysis

showed less bromine than calculated for the dibromides of
structures XXII and XXIII.

However, bromine is readily lost
CHgBr

XXIII

from «ich vicinal dihalides.

Zinc dust dehromination of the

remaining material gave a compound which reacted slowly with
bromine in carbon tetrachloride and rapidly with bromine in
acetic aeid. This showed ultraviolet absorption
^raax

^

2^3 stk,

ce-n-fropyl«tyren@ absorbs msximally at 239 mu,

^mam 9 , ^ ^ «md a,p.dimathylstyrsns at 2hh mu, 6.^^ 8,100^.

Since o-mthyl*0«ethyl8tyrene should show much the smae absorp*
tion as the latter oompoumd it is concluded that the debromlnated product is probably about 80# pure o-methyl-p-ethylstyrene.
Analysis wpported this.

Carbon amd hydrogen figures did not

total 100$. The difference was assumed to be bromine, eorres*
ponding to abmit 16$ of a dehydrobromination product of structure
^C.G. Oeerberger and D. Tamer, J. Am» Cbem. Soc..
n , 3 ^ (1955).

^T, Rirsehberg, J. Aa. Cham. Soc., 71» 32hl (19%9).
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XXIV or XXV, This material was not further investigated.

^ ^ ^ 4 * CSr-ClgCHj

XXIV

^^^C^CHgCHgCHj

XXV

Similar treatment of t-hutyl hfdr^en phthalate
yielded after several hears a small xmmunt of phthalic acid.
In the residue, after removal of solvent, there was a small
amount of a darfcocoloured litpttâ and the characteristic
odour of a hromo-compoumd hut not enough was obtained for
further investigation.
The reaction was also investigated using dipWnylmettgrlcarbinyl l^rogen phthalate,

%is material reacted

completely with bromim: in earWn tetrachloride over a period
of gh hours.

Phthalic acid was removed hy filtration mod was

obtained in 90$ yield.

The filtrate, a fuming liquid, liber

ated iodine from potassium iodide. After repeated washing
with sodium hydroxide, bromine still appeared to be evolved
as Judged by the appearance of a reddish coloration.

Solvmnt

was remmved by distillation and a black oil remained.
Crystallisation of this oil from ettumel yielded yellow crys
tals which were identified as a-phenyl-p-bromoetyrene (XXVI),
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Cm GBBr

wm
by melting point m â elmnentml malyeie.
ftnrtber elncideted

fbe ettnewre wm#

w i d e t i m to bemeopbmmem# wbieb wee

identified ## it# 2,b*djü*itimpWnylbydr#m«me detivetive.
blmetbylpbenyleerbiayl tydri^m pbtbmlete reacted
fairly r#idly wttb bremine in m thtm tetractaleride, tbwgh
net a# rapidly a# pbenyldie»t%lcarbi%qFl bydrcgw pbtbalate.
Phtbalic aeid wae precipitated in # m % l t a t i w yield.

The

retidnal material, after reamval ef advent, evelved feydregMi
brcmide and afforded a li#id ef bigber boiling point t b m
Qf*wjtbyl-p-bron®atyr«Be (xmi), altbm#b tbe infrared epeetmn

of tbe material am# cenaiatsmt witb it# formnlatime aa the
latter ccmpmmd,

llmaental analyaia indicated m eaneae of
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bronine.

Oxidation gave material which formed a 2,h-dinltro-

phenylhydrazone of melting point lower than that of acetophenone but not depreaaed by an authentic specimen of the

latter.

In a repetition, 102$ of the theoretical yield of

phthalic aeid was obtained.

In this experiment the dibromide

was net isolated but d@%drobrominated with alcoholic potas
sium ^droxide.

a-Methyl-#-brcmostyrene was isolated in

20.5$ yield, althmigh the analytical figure for brxmine was
a little low in this case.

It appears then that in solvents of low polarity
(those of high polarity were not investigated) bromine reacts
with hydrogen phthalate esters of tertiary alcohols forming

phthalic acid and a vicinal dibromide ^ich may lose hydrogen
bromide spontaneously.

The reaction is slow unless at least

one pWnyl group is attached to the carbinyl carbon atom.

It

might be thmight that t W effect observed was merely one of
spontSHaecNis decoispositim of the lydrc^en phthalate to form
an olefine and phthalic acid. T W bromine cwld subsequently
react with the olefins foxmd.

Experiment showed however that

whan the hydrogen phthalates used were dissolved in carbon
tetrachloride or chloroform without addition of bromine, phthalie acid was deposited only very slowly.
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This Interesting reaction does not appear to have
bean reported previously.

The only parallel known to the

present author Is the reaction of tertiary alcohols with
b r o m i n e ^ * t o form a v ^ dihronida and water.

In the

latter reaction aliphatic alcohols react quits readily but

in the presently discussed reactiem the great enhancement of
rate observed on introductitm of a phenyl group suggests that
the rate-determining step must be related to the ease of
formation of a carbonium ion. However, the formulation of a
m@chani#m will require a more complete investigation of this
reaction.
Another possible parallel can be drsnm frmm the
observation of Dangyan^®^, i.e., that esters, with iodine or
other halogen, in t W presence of al«iniim, magnesium, or
iron give an alkyl halide.

The reiMstiosi mentioned above, in which a tertiary
alcohol and bromine form a dibromide and water, has been the
^I.A. Braude

l.A. Evans, J. Chem. Soc., (195§)

55)1.

Evers, H.B. Eothroek, H.K Woodbure, E.E.
Stahley, and P.O. Whitmore, J. Am. Cham. See., g , II36 (1933).

^°*H.I. Amgyam, Bull, Armenian Branch Acad. Set.
Ü.5.8.R.. (19*A) Î . cf. Cfasa. Aks.I W . 3^3 (1^),
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subject of a few Investigations.

In the case of the reaction

of t-amyl alcohol with bromine in carbon tetrachloride at
25®, the reaction is first order in brtmlne^®^.

The authors

believed that the rate-determining step involved reaction
between a 1|1 complex of alcohol and bromine with a omlecule

of alcohol and proposed a possible intermediate:

Me-C-0:Br:;mr —
I @
»»

HOt

.

It
Prileshaev^^^ Investigated a wider range of alcohols
and proposed that the first step was brominaticm of the alco

hol to form a cosyound of the type RgCdE— CHBrt*. However,
he was able to isolate the proposed Intermediate only from 1,1"
dipheoylpropanol brominated with bromine in 80$ aquew# acetic

aeid.

In the ease of aliphatic alcohols the vie dibromide was

isolated.
For the present author’s purposes it was of interest
to see whether the decomposition of hydrt^eo phthalates ^muld
be catalysed by iodine.

In a preliminary experiment dimettyl-

phenylcarbinyl hydrogen phthalate was treated with iodine in
Aadrows and R.M. Keefer, J. An. Chem. Soc..
12, 3557 (1953).

I. Fonsevieh-Kolyada and H.A. Prilezhaev, J.
Gen. Chem. H.S.8.R.. 21, 37I (195I) (English tranelatismT.
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chlorofemi It deposited phthalic acid in 104$ yield over
sight.

A hlank deposited only 4$ phthalic aeid under the

same conditions. The other products were not investigated.
This reaction would appear to be worthy of further
study. Sate studies could be carried out. The course of
reaction could be followed hy filtratlem and weighing of the

phthalic aeid produced. Three possibilities come into con
sideration.
1) That t W bromine displaces the equilibrium of the deeompositim réaction.
2) That an intermediate brominated hydrogen phthalate is
forwid,
3) That halogens specifically catalyse the reaction either
by slneiltmaeous attack of halogen and loss of phthalic
acid or by loss of phthalic acid from m ester-bromine
complex.

Attempted Extension to Silicon Series
Should it be possible to extmid the above brominative cleavage ■ m m t i m to t W silicon series it would provide
&

^

a rmite to coi^pminds comtainis# the structure - c — Siwhieh WÊy possibly be debrominated or detydrobrorainated by
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Jolt

ccmveatiocMi methods* Gllmso

hss Indspends&tly proposed

the use of this type of eoaqjound prepared hy the action of

N.bro#s#uasWmide on am halogenosilme. However, the latter
w t W r reported that from (C^Hg)gCHrSIBr(CgHg)^ only tetraphenylsthylene or, in air, henaophenone, m » isolated.

In the present SKithor’s studies severe difficulties
were eneouatered owing too I) the failure to prepare pure
silyl lydrogan phthalates under the manifold conditims

employad and 2) the teadenoy of bromine to detach aryl gr<wps
from silison.

The latter reaction has already been fully

amd
investigated^®^ M
d has been shown to proceed with inversima
of configurâti m 106
In all of the present work involving silyl hydro
gen phthalates the crude material was used.

In a preliminary

eaperimamg dlphsmylmethylsilyl hydrs#n phthalate was treated
with bromine in carbon tetrachloride. After filtration to
remove phthalic aeid the filtrate showed in its Infrared
spectrum little difference from the unreactsd material except
that carbonyl and hydromyl bands no Imager appeared,

(ha

lo4
H, eilauui, in Proceeding# of the Conference on

High Tmyerature Ihlyeer sïïï^Tuïa le'seM-cS,' Dayton, #do,
—
Eabom amd ».E. Webstar, 1. (Asm. Soc.. (195T)
W*9.

labom s M O.W. Steward, Pros. Chen. Sob.. (I963)
59.
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evaporation ©f tbe extract a very email aracmnt of pal® yellow
solid remained. This material fumed strongly with water.
The melting point was about

but on attempted reerystalli-

sation no pure material could be Isolated.

Apparently the

material hydrolysed very readily.

In a repetition the crude silyl ester reacted rapidly
with bromine in acetic aeid. After filtration of phthalic acid
zinc dust was added m d the solution stirred, in the hope of
bringing abmit a dehromination reaction of the type shown below.
p: f

— G — Si —

4- En

^

\

X

G ## Si

The product was than hydrolysed and separated,

Br«xaobenzene

was isolated from the products «ai a very dark liquid which
was partially purified to an oil of composition G^
Hence it appears that bromine had detached the phenyl groups
at least as readily as it had split out phthalic acid.
In a further repetition bromobenmene was obtained
plus a samll quantity of benaene, presumably formed by re#ction of the first formed hremobensene.

Small quantities of

the material were distilled and the residue ims purified by
chromatography.

The comq»osltion of the product correapemded

to Cg .jgHg Qi^SiOj i^Q ahich was considered to be the compound

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR LIBRARY
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XSPSflll W t

thm l a t t e r bee b een

&* *

# @ iid

m

HO -

cm

cm

xxnii
otelting at III® or 112-115®.

To ftseertoio tbmt the reoetloae i»i«r lavestigotloo
were not remetlm# of nmreosted ehleroeilooe, a portion of
#lpWnylmeth|ylehloroellane wae treated firet with bromine in
aoetlo aoid and them with aiaa. After etirring, imter m »
Wded and tha orgenio l#rer aeparated a M dried.

By diatilla-

tion brom^bemmene and benmeme were iaolated. The reaidue waa
rubbery in nature and had a very high anltlng point. After
purification it had an analyaia oorreaponding to the eonpoai*l.95?5.47**1.00*5.05'

Since reaction with immdiate addition of aine had
given neither a coB#o%md containing a carbon-ailieom dhwble
bond nor any hydrolyaia product unequivocally correapondimg
^%.H. Bamdt and J.f. Syde, m , cit.
Shoatakovakii, D.A. lochkln, Kh.I. Ktmdra*tev,
V.M. Rogov^ :Wr. Obahchei Khim.^ $6, 5)44 (1956) (Bngllah
tranalatim^ p. 5721).

.UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR LIBRARY
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to the dihromlde It was decided to investigate the course of
the reaction witWut addition of sine.
bromine the material was hydrolysed.

After reaction with
Bromobensene was again

isolated along with aeall quantities of other volatile pro
ducts.

The residual material was a black oil that was net

further investigated.
In a repetition using bromine in earbmi tetrachloride
bromobensene was again obtained alm ^ with a black oil of
co^HXltion Og 2 , ^

gjj.

In each of the above eases a small m m m t of mater
ial, apparently benmeme, was also obtained.

An attempt was

made to react trimethylsilyl hydrogen phthalate with bromine,
but after six hmirs there was no evidence of reaction.

Mteapted Reaction of Silyl Bensoates
with Bromine
Since the bensoates could be prepared in a state of
high purity it was of interest to see whether pure products
could be isolated from the reaction of those esters with bro
mine,

Crude diphenyWttylsilyl benmoate reacted very slowly

with bromine in carbon tetrachloride, depositing benzoic acid.
However after purification of the ester it did not react with
bromine, not even in acetic acid,

trimethylsilyl benmoate

did not react with bromine la acetic acid.
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ef Chlor®allmw# with

Sodium friptoBwrliMitlerl
M t W u g h b##e# iueh «• #lm@llao and pyridine do
not dehydrobalogenate ehloroallme# It appeared poaaible that
a atronger M a e ml# t do ao.

% e nae of aedlmi trlphenyl-

aetl^l waa Inveatlgated In the hop# that It might hrlng ahwt
the following reaotlm;
(CHj)j>iel +
—

(CgHj)jC®
a®+

------------

(eBj)j^t-OHg +

+ (CgHj)^
( c ^ ) CH

.

lOS
Thla reaction haa heen prevleitaly Ineaatlgated
*

109,110

g number of ehloroallanea m d the aodlum, potaa-

ali» and llthlw aalta of trIphmylmethme. TW# reaction
afforda a coupling product of t W general formula XXIX but

XXIX

108

6.1. Bauaer and 6.1. Banco. J. Am. Ohem. Sec.. 73.
5 8 W (1951).
--------------Cham.

611mm, 1.6. Brook, and L.S, Miller, J. Am.
jg, 3797, h))! (1999%
^^\.S. Miller, m.B. Thaala. Iowa State College, 1950.
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since previous authors Isolated these compounds la less then

5056 yield the possibility remained that some imsaturated
material might he Isolated.
Ethereal solutions of sodiwa tripluM^laetfc^l In
ccHEicentratlons of 0,1 to 0,2 N were prepared and aMed to am
etWreal solution of chlorosllane with stirring.

The first

few ml. of base were decolourised without formation of any
precipitate.

After the first few ml, hxWl be«m added, a yellow

8olatl<m we# formed aim# with deposition of a yellow preci
pitate.

Previous authors^^ had then hydrolysed the mixture

but In the present author's experiments the effect was first
examined of dl#emalmg with hydrolysis.
The precipitate which formed contained sodium, as
both sodium chloride and unreaeted sodium trlphenylraet^l.
Small quantities of material, apparently a mixture of hexapWnylethaae and trlphenylmethylpereaide were obtained.
in a reaction between trlmethylchlorosllarm smd
sodium trlphenylmethyl, sodium chloride was ed»talned In
yield.

^

Trlpbeaylmettume was Isolated In qumtitative yield

but so other identifiable preduet.

In a répétitif, sodium

chloride was obtained In 82.1# yield.

The residues were

Oilman, A.6. Woob, and L.g. Miller, op. alt.
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extrae&i«m with 99# ethmol gave only ^ m a and

email #mtltlea of material of very wide melting range.
The es^rimenta were t h m repeated with hydrolyaia
after addition of aodlum trlphenylmethyl.

A# recommended h f

prevlw# anthar#^'^^*^^, the aollda were extraeted by
ethmol.

The reaidue eemld net be satlafaetorily reoiyatal-

lleod from ethanol-et^l aoetate a# reeemmemded hy the pre*
vim# authmp# alnee t W material waa of very low aolublllty
In thla aolvmtt pair,

lowever a bwaaeme-ethmol solvent

pair proved very suitable mad gate the ooiqwnmd (6B^)^lC(Cg8^)^
la the same yield as previwsly reported^^.

The structure

was conflrmW hy ^amtltatlve hydrolysis to trlphm^lmethme

110

In the Igneous layer, sodium chloride was presmat to the
extmat of # # of theory.

Again trlphenylmethane m s Isolated

but t W other products were Intrmtable guam of indefinite
conposltlCH».
from t W reaction of dlphmylmetlylchlorosllme
with sodium trlphenylmethyl «mly gtnm could be isolated.
' 1Qg
C.t, Bmiser a W C.t, Bacce, op, clt.
Gilman, A.G. Brock, sad W .

Miller, oo. clt.

^ % . S . Miller, OP. clt.
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«ad
At no stage of this work was may evldenee of a
earboo-silleeffii double bmid found, mad during its eeurse claims
ly other authors to have prepared sash ceepouMs were with*
drmw.

It Is eemcluded that the «sistenee of w e h heeds mist

be regarded as highly iaprobable, t h w # there appears to be
no convincing theoretical reason why they should be incapable
of existence.
A new reaction, the brominative cleavage of tertiary
cmrbinyl hydrogen phthalates, appears to be worthy of further
study mad Its extension to include a study of the effect of
iodine on such aempounds would undoubtedly be fruitful.
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-

mommDmmwL pmccmmm

lydrelyslt of (^lorostlnes

(i) The addiclim of ieo to « onoll portion of
diphonyiMithylohloreellow (hew Gwming iilieenoo, purity
>97#} r o w l t W in o imry slow rooetiim,

W h m heated on a

eteam hath, a cloudy white upper layer waa formed,

hydro

chloric acid waa eWwn to he preaent hy the vigoroua effer
vescence w

addition of sodium hiearWaate solutim».

The

upper layer was soluble in etWr.
(ii)

hiphenylmetfeylchlorosilane was hydrolysed

with sodiim bicarbonatée solution.
with ether.

The silmol was mctraeted

Molt of t W solvamt was ramoved on a steam-bathj

the last traces were reamved to vmetuo. A white oil remained.
To a solution of diptmnylsmtlylsilamel to ether or
benmene a solutim of phthalic sniydride to the seem solvent
was added.

Mo precipitate was formed, net even on addition

of sodium bicatbonate.

Jk
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Om standing the diphenyimethylsilsnol dapesitad
lAite arystals, assmwd to he sya-tetganhegyldtBmtterldisil*
naans,
(til)

Biphs^lmet&ylehlarnsilan# (50 g. ) was

heated with a Mtnrated sedtai hiaarhmate selntiem (30Q ml, )
for #ree hsnrs,

'three layers were then presmat*

Bemiing

was eentinued far two hears, after which the lower liyer had
disappeared,

@n aaslimg the upper tâym sash to tlw Wttem,

It was separated sad the upper layer extraeted with ether.
The original lower layer sad the ethereal axtraet' were eeohined ami dried over mhydrous sodium oarhonate.

The eolvistt

was then rsmawed jto vmewo yielding a moderately turhid oil.
On waesmm distillation a liquid appeared to he lost, though
n*m# could he collected.

At a %*th tesperatntre of 31^

(pMssure 2.g me,) the liquid in the flaah solidified to a
white crystalline nmss which was soluble in ether, bensame, '
aaetoms sad petrolmm ether,
it had melting rmge

Gn crystallisation Arom ether
m d was asmmed to be spa*tetra»

phesyldismthyldisil*
Reparation

Jhthalates

(1) Diphemylme#%plchlor#silme (9 g. ) m d potassium
hydtogsa #thalate (9 g.) warn miaad in ether.

After several
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hour# m •mxy white solid wee deposited.

This wee removed ty

filtretim «ad was m a W d first with ether «ad then with
heameae.

The filtrate was ewsporated to vaeoo whsMupon it

deposited a lAite powder.

I M s material was tosoluhle to

hmasene end petroleum ether hot soluhle to imter, m.p. I901 ^ ® (dec.).

It was tentatiiWily identified as phthalic acid.

The nentralisatim equivalwat mm determined to
duplicate

selntion to sodium hydreeiide and back titration

with hjidroehloric acid as follows;
The material (O.SJTk g.) was dissolved in 0.1029 M
sodium hydrmtide (60.OO ml.),

0.10S3 H lydrochlœrlc acid

(28.18 ml.) we# required for hack titratima.

Heutralisation

equivalent calculated, @2.8.
Tim material (0.1)12 g. ) was dissolved in 25.00 ml.
of 0.1029 h sodium hydrsmide, $.lSt wX, O.IC^ M lydrochlorie
acid being required for hack titratim.

Neutralisation equi

valent, 8k.6.
Mean N.I. 85.7 (phthalic acid requires 8).l).
(ii)

In all subsequ<mt preparations all apparatus

was dried overnight to the oven at 110® (approx.).

Diphenyl-

rnethylehlomsilme (58 g., 0.25 w>les) to 50 ml. ether was
added with stirring to a slurry of oven-dried potassitmi hydro
gen phthalate (102 g., 0.5 moles) to 200 ml. sodium-dried
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ether.

Stirring wne continued for one hour.

The precipitate

wea then filtered and waChed twice with etWr, the filtrate
and waahings were then evaporated.
weighed 85 g. (calc. 70 g.).
potassiun hydregem phthalate.

T W reaidue from filtration

The reaidue waa analysed for
The material (0.33B5 g.) mm.

dissolved in 0.1029 M sodium hydromide (25.0 ml.) and then
hack titrated with 0.1088 H hydrochloric acid, 7.80 ml. being
required,

Assimiing no phthalic acid to be present this

corresponds to 0.2019 g. potassiw hydrogm phthalate.
part of the residue c<msisted of phthalic acid.

Hence

Calculation

shows the figures to correspmtd to 2.7# phthalic acid and
total potassium hydrogen phthalate in t W resitoe to be 51.) g.
This indicates reaction to the extent of nearly 100#.

%e

presence of chloride in this residue was indicate %y a quali
tative test.
The filtrate deposited, on stmding, 12.) g. white
solid of m.p. 188-190® (dec.).

The M.S. sms determined ustog

0.3113 g. material, 3O.OO ml. 0.1029 M sodium lydrmtide, back
titratim requiring I7. W ml. O.IO88 M hydrochloric ax&id.
Hence neutralisation equivalent calculated is 99.2.
The filtrate was them evaporated whereupcm emre
solid (8.k g. ) was deposited, m.p. 187-1^®.

After filtration

of this, there rmatoed k6.8 g. filtrate which reacted slowly
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with hromin» im emrhon tetrachloride depositing more phthalic
acid.

The filtrate also dacaloarisad alkaline potassium per-

msagsaate slowly.

On hydrolysis and additim of silver

nitrate to tlw filtrate, chloride ion was shmm to he still
present.

On stmding more phthalic acid was deposited.
It ;ms fo%md that svm*tetrapWmyldim»thvldisiloKane

slowly daeolowrised brosins water but not bromine in carbon
tetrachloride.

Diphenylmetbylchlorosilane slowly decolourised

bromine in carbaa tetrachloride and rapidly reacted with
bromine in acetic acid.
At this point the filtrate was a clear viscous oil
idiieh did not solidify to ice.
distillation atteeytcd.

filtration was repeated and

A very small amount of distillate

was obtained, b.p. 160®/10 mm.

This solidified to the refri

gerator but partially rsmsltad at room temperature.

It had

the odour of hydrogen chloride sod gave a positive test for
chloride ion with nitric acid m d silver nitrate.

On stand

ing this material crystallised to a solid, m.p. kl.5-k5®.
The original filtrate still deposited a solid, m,p.

S0l*2S^ whan treated with brcsMns in carbmi tetrachloride.
The melting point was mot depressed by mixture with phthalic
acid.

T W infrared spectra of the original filtrate before

and after treatment with bromine were very similar except that
after bromination the phthalate peak was not present.
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The liquid «Stained it m the additimi of Womtoa to
the ailyl eater waa evaporated,

A very mall amotmt of pale

yellow solid shioh fumed strongly with water remained.

The

aqueous filtrate was shmm by qualitative tests to oontato
bromide ion.
(iii)

A mixture of dipWnylmethylchlorosilane

(57.9 g-f 0.29 mole), potassium hydrogen phthalate (102 g,,

0.5 mole) and bansene (ko ml.) was shaken for 6 hours.

This

quantity of solvent proved to be too little since the mixture
set to a hard mass.

This solid was extracted with acetone

and filtered giving 111 g. residue (theory 88.3 8» for com
plete reaction).

Tha filtrate was evaporated to vacuo. The

viscous material left, when %drolysed with water, gave a
positive test for chloride ion.

With bromine to carbon tetra

chloride reaction occurred rapidly depositing a white precipi
tate, m.p. 186-213!® (dee.).
A portion was distilled at l^lkO®/ 1 mm. yielding
a pleasant smelling oily liquid.

This distillate solidified

in the refrigerator to a hard glass.

The refractive index of

the liquid at 18® was 1.3822 (but see below) (diphanylmstlylehlorosilaae, I.5762),

It gave a negative test for halogen

am# reacted very slowly with bromine to carbon tetrachloride
or acetic acid.

The molecular weight determined cryoseopically
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in h m *m * m * IfO*
composition

Elemental analysi# sbewed it to have the
^SiO.

The compound w s therefore diphmoyl-

metlylsilaaol.
The distillate was redistilled yielding 12.3 g.
(23.k#) of pure diphenylmthylsilanol, n^^ I.5802. Daudt and
Byde^ give b.p. l8k-7®/2k mm., 0^

1.3777.

This silanol reacted very slowly #ith bromine to
carbon tetrachloride but an evaporation of solvent only a very
imill qwmtity of Wavy yellow oil remained.

On cooling this

solidified to a yellow solid, m.p. abcnit k3*.

The bromiaated

material wts vary soluble to cacbon tetr«:hlorid% bensene,
petroleum ether -m d acetone, but no pure product could be
isolated after several attempts at recrystalliaaticm.
A mixture of diphenylmethylchlorosllane (38 g,,

(iv)

0,23 mole), potassium hydrogen phthalate (53 g., 0.25 *wle +
2 g. excess) and @0 ml. bensene was swchmically shaken for
21 hmirs.

filtration yielded a total of 3I.5 g. solid (thsery

20.9 g.). After filtration the residue was extracted with
bemsmme m d t h m acetone.

0& distil 1sti(m of this filtrate

before it had had ttoa to deposit much solid a mmll moimt
of distillate, b.p. 125-150®/0.T5 mm., was obtained.

It

Wudt and J.f, %de, pp. cit.
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t W ^Wraeteiristic odour o£ hydrogen chloride and formed
«kite ftaMta with ammonia.

Thia was redistilled at 12>12k®/

0.7 mm., tha distillate having n®^*^ 1*579®.

Elemental

analysis showed this to bare the coeywltlon C, 75.28#| H,
6 . 7 % Si, 12.88#.
Si, 15*09#.

Cj^^i^SiO requires C, 7 2 . 8 % H, 6.58#;

The infrared speetrtm in carbon tetrachloride

s W m d free % d r m y l at 2.65 jl# n W hydrogen bonded lydroayl
at 2.87*5.1 £.

When this smterial was treated with hydro

chloric acid, tetraphenyldimet%ldlsilonana mm formed.
(v)

A mixwre of diphenylrmt^lchlorosilane (53 g.,

0,25 su»le) and potassium *ydr%en phthalate (102 g., 0.5 mole)
was shaken in carbon tetrachloride (I50 ml.) for I9 hours.
A sAite solid (112.2 g.) wta precipitated.

Extraction of

3*2998 g. of this residue with acetone sWwed a less of
1.2031 g. Asstflsing this to be ph&halic acid, there is kl g.
in the lAole residue,

titration of the acetone insoluble

material with sodium hydroxide shewed it to emtain 83,k# of
potassium lydrtq^n phthalate.
The filtrate tws reflrumd.
appeared.

On cwling, a precipitate

This mm filtered off and found to wei]^ 2 . ^ g.,

m.p. 177-183® (dee.), neutralisation equivalent, I66.7.
The filtrate mm mixed with acetone for ease of
filtration, filtered and the solvent ims then removed to vacuo.
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I t warn them distilled yielding « smell snsnrnt of s liquid
msterisl, b.p. 11O®/l.S0 mm. end « solid, «.p. I2&.I3I®.

The

letter meteri#l erystellised from chloroform In long needles,
m.p. 129*132®.

The melting point mss not depressed by edeix*'

tore with pWhmlie «hydride.
(vi) A mixture of diphmylmstkylehlerMilone (58 g.,

0,25 mole), potossime hydrogen phthslote (102 g., 0.5 mole)
mss mechenicolly sbakam with corben tetrmhloride (300 ml.)
for IT hours*

A solid (126.kO g. ) mss filtered off mad them

exhaustively «stramted with oerbon tetrachloride.

After dry

ing the resides #t 100®, there still rmssined 93.5 g. of solid
meteriel (theory, 69 6 g. ).

fibs filtrste mod oerbon tetra

chloride extract were cosbimd, rnrnymmad smd tlum distilled.
Much solid sublimed out and a liquid distillate (16 g.), b.p.
1^203®/! mm., was obtained.

This was filtered from sublimed

solid.

T W liquid solidified to yield a ccmpeimd, m.p. ^

43.5®,

Bacrystallisation from carbma tetrachlwide yielded a

ecopoimd, sup. k5-k9®» presmmAly tetr«ph«yldinet%ldisilexaBe.
(vii) A mixtore of dipWylmithylehlorwilame (58 g.,

0.25 mole) ami yetaasima hydr#en phthalate (102 g., 0.5 mole)
was smwhamieally shaken in carbon tetrachloride (300 ml. ) for

19 hours.

The precipitate was filtered off and exhamstively

«uctracted with carbon wtrachloride.

it t h w weighed 93.0 g.
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(theory, 69.6 g.).

The filtrate and ci^iBed carbon tetra

chloride extract# were then evaporated to a viacotta yellow
oil.

The nentraliaaticm e#ivalent of thia material waa

determined to be about kOOO,

The oil wis them heated to

reflux tmperaWre a W caaled.

The aolid lAieh formed waa

filtered off (3*k g.) mad w w identified a# phthalic anhydride
by a mixed melting point deteradnatiom*

On diatillation of

the filtrate, more aolid, m.p, 180-12k® (phthalic aaiydrlde)
subliamd out and a mall liquid fraetim, b.p. l@3-l89®/0.k
mm. m e obtained.

Warn treated with hydrochloric acid thia

material gave a aolid, m.p. kk-k#®, after crystallisation
from bensene.

Ttw solid was thus identified as tetr«»hmyl-

dimttyldisilwmB*.
The liquid distillate had

1.570 and was

sheem to,cmtain active hydrsgen hy its reaeticm with metl^l
magnesium iWide.

The liquid distillate was therefore di-

phmoyImetl^lsilanol.
(viii)

A mixture of diphn^lmetlylehlorosilaae

(38.75 g., 0*17 mole) and potassiw iydrogea phthalate (68 g.,

0.55 mole) was mechanically shaken with earbma tetrachloride
(150 sO.. ) overnight.

The residue was extracted with carbon

tetrachloride ard, after drying, weighed 61.19 g.

This was

extracted with acetone, ahich reduced it to k9.26 g. indicating
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87# reaetioa.

Calculation aWu# that thla weight of reaidue,

aaauamd to eoaelat emly of potaaalum hydrogen ptthalate and
potaaaium chloride should contain T'k.5# potaaaium lydrcgen
phthalate.

Titration with aWiim ^droxide aWwed it to

contain 7k.5# potaaaium hydrogen phthalate.

The acetone

extract, eo evaporation, afforded 11,09 g. phthalic acid, m,p.

189-196® (dec.).
% e filtrate depoaited a aolid on standing in a
vacutm desiccator.

This was filtered off m d recrystallised

from water to a ecmpaumd haring m.p, 208-212® (dee.) (phthalic
acid).

Over a period of 21 days more phthalic acid was

deposited.
A portion m s distilled,

hhch phthalic anlydride

mhlimed out, and a fraction, h.p. I30-l35®/0.7 mm,, which
solidified on standing was obtained.
was chromategr#Wd m

Tha uadlstilled residue

alwmina, using bensene as eluent.

Tbo

fracticms were collected of #Aich the second gave, on evapora
tion of solvent, only a little brown material.

The first, on

evaporation, gave a fairly mW*ile yellow liquid of n|*^ I.585I.
Analysis sWwed it to be impure diphmytoetlylsilmol.

preparation of DiphenylamtWlsilvl Bensoate
(i)

A mixture of diphesylmcthylchlorosilmie (29 g.,

0.125 mole), sodium bensoate (36 g., 0.25 mole) m d carbon

UWVERSÏTV OF WmSOR u s »
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tetraeUorid* (900 ml.) waa aeehanieally ahaken for 19 feoara.
A hard whit# mao# which weighed kO g. waa filtered off (theory,
95 3 g.).

Im water a aolmtim of thia material w m acidic

to litama and am cryatalliaatlon depoaited c o m eolid, m*p.
Ilk-116®, probably topure beaaoic acid.

The earboo tetra

chloride filtrate react## alowly with bromine in carbon tetra
chloride.
The rmaainder of the carbon tetraehlorWe filtrate
waa evaporated m d distilled in vacuo. A mall ssmmt of
bensoic acid sublimed out acd a large liquid fraction was
obtained, b.p. l7k-l#®/0.5 ma.

This was filtered fxam ben

soic acid to give a halogen-free liquid, nj^*^ 1.068.

Analy

sis showed it to have the comaaition G, 7k.70#| B, 6.(^|
Si, 6.97# (calc, for dipWnylmettylsllyl boasoate, Gg^H^SiOg,
C, 75.kk#| a, 5*70#; Si, $,60#).
chloroform sWwed it to be m

The infrared spectrum in

ester and it was identified as

impnre diphenylmstlylsilyl Wmzoate.
(ii)

A mixture of diphmylmethylchlorosilme ( 0 g.,

0.95 mole) m d sodium bmsoate (72 g«, 0.5 mole) was me#enically shaken %4th bensene (kOO ml.) for 19 hours.

A white

solid residue which weighed 63.5 g. was filtered off m d
extracted with bensene for 6 hours,

A rssidue which weighed

0 . 6 g« was left after drying at 110®.
to litmus.

This residue was acidic

Titration with seditn fydroxide showed 3.7#
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Wamoic aeié to be preemt m d preelpitmtlm of oblocide me
•liver ebloride ebcwed 22# eoditm chloride,

Tbie indicated

that reactim h W proceeded to tha m t m t of 30.
fbi original became mtract and that obtained -from
the reaidne were eoabined and evaporated, yielding 61.8 g.
material (tWory, 79*5 g. eater) of ncntraliamioa eqalmlmt

362. DipWnylmethylailyl bmaoate haa a calculated neutralieatim e # i m l m t of 3I8, hence thia also indicated a yield
of about 88#.
aydrolyel# of the eater with amiim hydroxide,
followed ^

pouring m t o a mlxWre of cruahW ice m d hydro

chloric acid gave beaaoic acid, m.p. 119-121®, not depreaaed
by an m t hm tic ample.
A portion (26 g,) of the above eater waa refluxed
for 2 houra.

It turned dark in the proceaa.

On mbsequmt

diatillation a mall aaomt aâ bmaoic acid aublimd out but
the largeat portion dlatilled at tl@-10®/O.73 mm.
filtered to ttm sm beaaoic acid m d rediatilled.
were oMained,

Thie waa
Two fràcticna

Qm (k.9 g.) boiled at l^lko®/o.20 mm.,

n^'^ 1.3783. It gave a poaitive leilateia’a teat for halo
gen.

The aecoad fraction (I3.6 g. ) of boiling rmge 182-189®/

0.33 mm,, n^^*^ 1.0 7 7 waa halogen-free.

The nmtraliaatioa

e#ivalmt of the higher boilim# f r m t i m waa 3II.

On
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redistillaticai of this fraction a mall fraction, b.p, 62-90®/
R
0.25 mm,, n. ’ 1.078 mad a large fraction of boiling range

iTZ-iak'Yo ^

1.3886 were ebtatoed. Analytical

figures showed C, 75.W l

», 3 . 7 % Si, 0,k0.

These figures

are in agreement with those calculated (see above) for diphenylmethyleilyl bensoate.
After standing for several weeks the ester h W
deposited more solid sAlch was filtered off and found, after
recrystallisaticNQ from water, to have m.p. 111-118®.
identified as impure bensoic acid.

It waa

The filtrate was distilled.

A little solid sublimed out and three fractime were obtained 1
1) b.p. l00-l70®/0.5 mm.I ii) b.p. 172-1T6®/0.5 mm.,

1.03%;

iii) b.p. l86-l89®/0.5 mm., n ^ 1,3868. Both fractions (ii)
and (iii) were clear viscwa liquids which did not decolourise
bromine in carbon tetrachloride.

The infrared spectra of

frwstions (ii) m d (iii) ware very similar and consistent with
the formulâtien of the ecnpousd as diphenylastlyIsilyl bw&soate.
%drolysia of a portion of the c<mq>ound with sodiun lydrcacide
followed by treatment with hydrochloric acid gave bensoic acid.
Fraction (ill) had the composition C, 7 5 . 5 % H,

3.99#; Si, 8 ,7%

calculated for diphesylmetbylsllyl benzoate,

c, 75.%%#; M, 5.70; si, 8.80#.
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Attempted Reaction of Dlphenylaettylallyl Benzoate
with Bromine
The l^ure heneoete eater (10 g.) wee treated with
bromine in aarbom tetrachloride until emcee# bromine waa
present.

It deposited bensoic acid in 8 0 yield, identified

by mixed melting point with authentic material and by neutral
isation equivalent.

The residual gum was dissolved in

petrolemm ether which cm evaporation gave again the yellow
oil with a strwg odour and which fumed in air.
On dlstillatiw a very amall fraction, b.p, 97-IOI®/

0.3 mm. was obtained along with a yellow fraetim, b.p, 200®/
0 .3 mm.

Thia was shoim %

Beilstein* a test to contain halogen

W t in a lassaigne test showW only very little bromine pre
sent.

Analysis showed this to have the coo^ositicm C, 70.30;

B, 3.901 #1, 13.30; Br, 3.11#,
became a solid, m.p. 36-42®.

On standing this material

lecrystalllsatioc from petroleum

ether yielded a compound, m.p, kg®.

% e molting point was not

depressed am admixture with jgro-tetriyhwayldtoetl^ldlellmume.
Bmce the ccayouW was prdbably a mixture eemsisting largely
of diph«^lmet%Flchlorosilma and diphenylmethylbromosllane.
Since the pure benmoate ester did not react with bromine (see
above) the formation of beiusoic acid in the latter case may
have beam catalysed by tmreaeted chlorosllane or may have been
an artifact of %drolysis.
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Attempted Preparation of Trimethylsilyl
Bydrogen Fhthalete
(i)

A mixture of trimetl^lehloroeile&e (27,1 g.,

0.23 e»le) and potaaaium hydrogen phthalate (102 g., 0.5
mole) mia mBohemically ahakm with bemaeae (300 ml.) for I7
hcaira.

Filtratiem afforded 101.k g. reaidue, reduced after

air drying to 9I .70 g,

% i a waa extracted with carbon tetra

chloride for 3 1/2 houra, at the end of which t i m it atill

weighed (after oven drying) 9I.70 g. Extractimi with acetate
reduced the wight to 79 g., imdicatimg 7I# reacti#.

From

tha acetone extrwt I3.I g. of material, m.p, 101® (dec.),
waa obtained, ncnitraliaation equivalent 85 (calculated for
phthalic acid, 83),
The filtrate waa evaporated yielding a pale yellow
liquid which hydrolyCad very readily to air.
undergo aay visible change m boiling.

It did m»t

On addition of bro

mine to acetic acid am tommdiate precipitate of phthalic
amid, identified by mixed melting point, waa <d»tained.
The ester m distillation yielded a first fraction,
b.p. ll3-126®/0«7 mm.
material, m.p. 36-kl®,
waa also Stained.

This solidified on standing to a
A second fractiw, b.p. l2B®/0,85 mm.,

The latter required heattog with a free

flame for distillation.

This second fraction waa a clear
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liquid,

l.kô2k, which reacted with bromine depositing

phthalic acid.

Analysis of the distillate showed it to con

tain only l,k*f# silicon, hence its nature rm&alns obscure.
(ii)

A mixture of trimetbylehlorosilane (5%.3 g.,

0.5 mole) and potassium lgrdr<%en phthalate (20k .2 g., 1.0
mole) was mechanically shaken with carbon tetrachloride (300
ml.) for 11 hours.
obtained.

On filtration, a residue (239.k g.) was

Extraction with carbon tetrachloride, followed by

oven drying, reduced this to 197.2 g.

Extraction with ace

tone further reduced it to l6o g. (theory, 138,3 g.).

The

filtrate and carbon tetrachloride extract were cmblned and
evaporated, yielding 33,98 g. yellow oil.

Distillation

afforded a colourless liquid, b.p. 69.8k®, n^*^ 1.3912, and
considerable solid, m.p, I30-I32® (literature value for
phthalic anhydride, I3I®).

The umdistilled residue was

filtered yielding a dark filtrate and a straw coloured residue
lAich on wsshing with carboi tetrachloride became a white
solid, m.p. 129-131®, not depressed by admixture with phthalic
anhydride.

Total yield of phthalic anhydride was Ik.7 g.
The distillate was redistilled and afforded 8.89 g.

of material, b.p. 83*98.3®,

1.3900.

The infrared

spectrum la chloroform showed no bmds due to hydroxyl.
redistillatiom it had b.p. 87*97®,

1,3868.

On

A qualitative
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test

III

for silicon, which Involved fusion of the material

with aodiw peroxide and fusion mixture, followed by identi
fication of silicate ly the ammonium molybdate-bensidine
method, gave a positive result,
was negative.

A Lassaigne test for halogen

The material was less dense thaui water.

It

would be expected that this campound would be trimethylsilanol
or haxamstbyldisilomane, the reported ccmstmts being respec
tively, b,p+ loo®, density 0,8112, n 1,3880 and b,p, 100,5®#
IIP
density 0 ,7619, n 1,377%
, However analysis stowed the
eanpositiott to be C, 3%,701 H# 8,00; Si, 12,70,

Trimethfl-

silanol requires C, kO,0; H, 1 1 , 1 % Si, 31.00.

Hexaaetlyl-

disilcmane requires C, 57,30; »# 7,30; Si, 22,kl#,

Hence

the nature of the product remains obscure.
The undistilled oil could be distilled under vacuum
yielding 0.26 g. solid, m.p. 13%®, and 8.0 g, yellow oil, b.p.

130-136^ 0,73 am.
infrared spectrum.

The latter showed a carbonyl band in its
This solidified partially cm standing but

from carton tetrachlmrlde only phthslic acid cratld to isolated,
identified hy melting point, acidity, ato formaticwi of fluore
scein on fusicm with reeercinol and concentrated sulphuric acid,
Gitoan, E.K, In##m, and R.D. Goreich, J. im*
Cham. Boa.. ]6, 918 (193%).
lochow. "Chemistry of the Silicones* (2nd),
Wiley, Haa Tarh (1931)# p. W ; -* —
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Preparation of Trimethylsilyl Benzoate
à mixture of trimetiyriehloroeilana (5%*3
mole) and eodium bensoate (lOS

0.5

0.75 mole) w w meebaaieally

■haken with carbon tetrachloride (calcium chloride dried a W
redlatlllW) for 12 1/2 hour#.

Filtraticm afforded 99.7 g.

reaidue which uae reduced ty acetone extraction to 69*5 g.
(theory, 65.5 g.).

The'combined original filtrate and carbon

tetrachloride extract «heu evaporated gave 72,3 g. yellow oil
ccxitaiaing a little eolid.
distilled,
1)
ii)

This was filtered and the filtrate

Tws fractions were obtainedt

b.p. 7G*81®/1.2 mm., n ^ l.%836 (l%.75 g,);
b.p. 81®/1.2mm.,

l.%8%7 (36.)6 gj.

Both were shewn ty the sodium peroxide fusim, bensidineammaimi molybdate test to cmtain silican and the infrared
spectra Whowed than to be probably trimethylsilyl benmoate.
%drolysis afforded bensoic acid.
Analytical fi#res for Wto second fraction showed
C, 1^.01#; I, 7.1%

Si, 1%, 31#,

for trioathrlsilyl bensoate,

®10*1%®2®^* calculated C, 61.80; », 7.80; Si, l%.%0.
Andereon^^^ gives far this coapoited, b.p. 22l®/76o
mm., dgQ 1.00%.
Anderson, J. Am. Chma. Boe., 7%, 25fl (1952).
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Th# ##$#r (17.70 g.)

dl##@lvW In 100 nl. gl#el#l

«eid and Wemln# (5 al.) In glacial macie acid (100 nl.) naa
added &mv half an h m t irlch atInrlng.

Afiar aix hours of

,

further stirring there was no eeidenee of reaetion.

Remtiom of îertincy %dre«em Fhthalates
with fcfsnine
Methylphe«gFl-n-pr«#ylearhinyl tydr<««n phthalate
(9*5 g., 0.050 mole) mfplied hy Mr. J.K frohiyeak of this
lahoratory nas treatW nith hronine (1.8 ml., 0.0)1 mole) in
earhma tetrachloride (ÊOO ml.).
yreeiyitatsd.

Overnight a «bite aolid wee

% i s was filtered off and fmmd to weigh

g. (theory, $.0k g. for yhthalie wid),

Reerystallisation

from water afforded %.17 g. (80.)#) material, m.p. 20h.5®
(dee.), not deyrtssed by yhthalle said.
More hromime in earhon tetrachloride was aMed to
the filtrate hut no mere yreciyitate uaa formW.

the red

aolution was washed successively with sodium hicarhonate
solution m d I9 1 K sodium hydroxide solution.

The mawrial

was still red a M slowly liherated iodine from yotassium
iodide solution.
Carhon tetrwhloride was distilled from t W solution
l e a v ^ 8 . ^ g. dark resiAml lifuid (emyected 6.86 g. dihromide).
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Oq distillation tm fractions war# obtained*
i)
ii)

b.p. lOQwiad"/* a*., a** 1.510) ()UD #.)*
b.p. l%8*/a am., ag* l.)77# (0.)) #.).

Both were shown by a lassaigne test to contain hrooine.
Analysis of fraction (i) sWwwd C, )k.5#| H, )»)8#| Br, kO,)fi#,
C, k)»l6#| I, k,6l#| Br, 52,2)#*

®ll®lk®^2

flaoee

hydrogen W e m W e had h e m lost on standing,
A portion (2.00 g.) was dissolved in glacial acetic
acid and sine dust added,

the upper layer was separated,

washwi with 0.1 N sodium hydrmide, separated and dried over
calcium chloride.

It was distilled at > 2)0^760 am. m d

found to have the refractive index l.)k)2 at 22**.

It slowly

reacted with hromime in sarhom tetrachloride and rapidly with
hromime in acetic acid,

% e expected coayound, okmathyl-p-

hrono»p»ethylstyrene dees not appmr to have h e m deserihed
previously.

The dehrominated product also #pears to he

undescrihed (cs-mettyl-^etl^ls^em) but it hadX

^ 5 Si#

£

2kk n^.

7#300.

Since o*aatll^l*p*methylstyrme has X

^msx

eompound m s thought to he # # pure,

sis showed C, 3l.kk#| B, d.kk#.

90,36## ®* 8.W^.

Aaaly*

Calculated for

C,

This corresponds to a mixture of 72# os*

methyl*8*et%lstyreme and 2@# Qwaethyl»B»Womo-#.ethylstyreme.
Since the latter eompound wm ld also mhihlt ultraviolet
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absorption at about

th# Idantifieatlm of t&# pro<^ets

from this reaction appears to be reasonably m i l esta^lisbad.

Reactim of t^Butvl B W r m s n Fbttailats with Bromine
Sodium tripbeuylastbyi in athat, préparai in tba
usual may'^ wa# added to t*batanol (6.32 g.) umtil a permanent
red colour appeared.

Pbtbalic antydride (Ik g.) mas then

added and stirring continmad for 5 brs*, after idaich excess
mater w s added,

tbs mixture w w stirred for a fern more

minutes, then the afueous layer serrated mad poured ouar a
mixture of crushed ice a W %pdrochloric acid.

The gummy mate#

rial which formed crystallised iM a few hours, yielding 9.8) g.
(k8#) of crude ester.

This was racrystallised from ehlorofora»

petrolmm ether to m,p. 8>85® (lit, value, 86^ * * *^),

Re*

crystallisatioa from bensene*petrol«m ether gave a light
aWber solid, m.p. 62-8).)* ().)1 g.).
t*Butyl bydregen pWhalate ().0 g. ) ims mixed with
bromine (1.6 ml.) in carbon tetrachloride (%> ad..).
pitate mss fermed immmdlately.

No preei*

On stsmding for 90 hmirs a

precipitate (O.k) g.), m.p. 191-192® (dec.), N.B. 8k.8, wee
fmcmed and filtered off.

On strWix% for a further k3 heure

^K.6. Rutherffflfd, J.N. frehipcah, and D.P.C. fvmg.
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# further Material (ô.Il g. ), ».p. l^*20l®, m a famed.

Oa

heating te reflw tasyerature mere solid (O.k g. ) was famed.
Besee total solid material precipitated was 0.9k g. or 25,7#.
After filtratim the solution m a wasWd with water# sodimm
hiearhooate sotuticm, ^ami sodium hydreaide solutiaa, then .
dried a m r ,ealeiem chloride., The earhsa tetrmzhloride was
t h m distilled off,

A ssmll ammmt of reai<Me with the char-

aeteristic odour of a hromocceyouad was left hut it did not
lend itself to recovery %y distillatim.

Reaction of BiphmwlxestWrlcarbirwl ^ r o g s m
fWhalsAe with Baremine
Oiphenylmettylearhlryl hydrogen phthalate (9. ^ g. )
kindly supplied hy Mr. J.M. Prokipcak, m s mixed with hrmk%e
(1.6 ml,) in aarhso tetrachloride (150 ml.).

A precipitate

was formed at ance and l^rogaa hromide m s evolved.
gk hewts the soluticm W d heeems colourless.

After

A further portion

of bromine (0.2 ml.) in carbon tetrmhloride (20 ml.) was added
but wsa not decolourised.

The mixture was filtered yielding

k.TO g, residue (theory, k.60 g. ).
k .25 g* or 90.k#.

On drying tWre was obtained

This material was recrystallised from water

to m.p. 201*203®, not defWMissed ^
and having N.B. $5.2.

admixture with phthalie acid,

Bemse it was phthalie acid.
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Th# filtrate mut an ormge fwing liquid which
liherated iodine from i^taaaii» iodide solution.

It was

m a h t d with aodiim hydramide eoltition, followed by water,

eeparated, and dried over caleiwa chlmriAe.
ligttid becme orange.

Qa etaeding thia

It mta repeatWly:wmehed with aodina

hydroKlde and with water, t h w redried over calcium chloride.
The carbm tetrmhlmri^ wma rmovmd by diatillati<m leaving
a hl«Bh reaidne of high bailing point which weighed ).k2 g.
(theory for (».phe#yl-P"braa*#tyr#ne, 7.17 g.).

In the

refrigerator it eolidified to a b W h me## containing aome
cryatale, m.p. 57-kO®.

The material waa dieaolved in ether

aod ethmol addW, tdmreupem a small smmmt of a blmsk aolid
aeparated.

This was filtered.

The remaining aolutimi was

treated with decolourising charcoal, evaporated and then set
aside in the r#fri##rator.
yellow crystalline maas.

The solution crystallised to a
On reerystallisation from ethanol,

light brown crystale (l.k) g. ), m.p. 57-kO®, w r e obtained.
The melting point was raised by further recrystallisaticn
from ethanol to 59.)-hl®, then to kO-kl.g®.
(Beilsteia) is ko® or )0®.

Literature value

Analysis showed C, 6).11## H,

k.5k#i Be, 50.55## calculated for C^B^^Br, C, 6k.90## H,

k.aB## Br, 50.80#,
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Th# product: va# oxidised with acidic potaasitm per*
Bsniyeaate.

Bthanel was then added s W the solutitm filtered.

Water was W d W until precipitation occurred.
t h m heated, aaolad, than distilled.
with etWr which was then #v#orated.

The liquid was

The residue was extracted
A yellow oil remained

which, with 2,k*dlmitr$g»hsnyl%pdra*ine sulphate in methanol
gave a red crystalline material.

Reerystallisation from etbyl

flMBCtate yielded a red crystalliw material, m.p. 2k > 2k6®, n ^
depressed hy sAaixtmre with sutlumtic henaqphenon# 2,k*dinitro*
phenylhydrazmui.
In a farthsr reaction t-hwtylcarbinyl l^rogen
phthalate (5.65 g,) in carbon tetrachloride (7%) ml.) was mixed
with bromine (1 ml.) in earhon tetrachloride (70 ml.}.

A

small momat (O.6672 g.* 2k.6#) of precipitate was fonssd after
h days, m.p. 196*199® (dec,).

After reerystallisation from

water, the melting point w s raised to 210® (dec.).

The fil

trate was washed with sodiim hydroxide and water, separated
m d dried ewer calcium chloride.
removed by distillation.

Carbon tetrachloride was

The residua was Isahqnaatory but no

material could be isolated in efficient fuaatity for identificatim.
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R— ctima of Piiætïiylptaayleaghiayi h W r w M m Ihthalaf
with B ro n la e
(i)
A Grignard raaatia# m m carried out ueiag hrooo-

J%h»ig%,

heoMme (78.) g., 0.) aole) im ether (@00 «1. ), M%aeel%m (12 g.,
0.5 mole) im e # m r (100 ml.) end a m t m m (29 g.# 0.5 mole) im
ether (@00 ml. ),

The reaetiem mixture wee hydrolysed with

dilute nslpteirie sold.

The yield of dimethylphmyloarhimol

m m 39 g, (58#)# h.y. 06-91®/!! mm.,

1.5230 (lit.

value,

a ÿ 1.551k).

%)imet%lphmyloarhimol (I5.I g., 0.11 mole) was
titrated w i # sodium tri#m#lmstlyl Im etWr, stirred for
half am hour, ass phthalie anhydride (I7 g., 0.12 mole) was
adAsi.

Stirring m m eemtimed for half m

tour.

Nater was

them added, the afoeous lnyer them separated m d poured onto
a mimwre of ioe and <ma«tttrated hg^oohlario sold.
yield was 25.6 g. (01,3#).

The

Seerystallisaticn from a mixture

of bensene, ohlmroform smd petroleum ether pnre 0.65 g.
material, m.p, 7k-9k® (dec,).

This was used without l^rther

purifieation*
Blmet%Flp*umylearbi%^l l^rogen phthalate (5.kl g.,

0.019 mole) was dissolved in oarWm tetraohloride (100 ml. )
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and a «ointion. of bromine (1.2 ml., 0.0201 mola) in carbon
tetrachloride (80 ml.) was added.
immediately.

After W

A precipitate was formed

hours the solution m # pale yellow.

Solid material (5*25 *.), m.p. 201® (dec.), was filtered off
(theoretical yield, 5.16 *.).

The filtrate wm washed once

with sodium bicarbonate solution, three times with sodium
hydroaide, once with water, and then dried ever calcium
chloride.
Carbon tetrachloride was removed by distillati<m.
A dark liquid residue reswiined which evolved l^rogen bromide.
On distillation, a yellow distillate (15 g.), b.p. 152-136®/
3 am., refractive index n ^ 1.586k (literature value for o
methyl-$.hremustyrene, b.p, l05-106®/9 ®a.

was obtained.

Its infrared spectrum showed this to be the desired compound,
ow*eAyl-6-hrcmostyrene,

Analytical figures showed C, 5I,###

R, 4.2k## Br, 43*65## calculated for C ^ B r , C, 54.85## H,

4,60## Br, k0.55#«

Presumably some 1,2-dibromo-l-methyl-

ethylheusene was still present.
Qsidatioo with acidic or alkaline potassium perman
ganate gave a material which formed a 2,k-dinltrophsnyIbydrasone, m.p. 212-216® (from et%l acetate) which was not depressed
by the 2,k-dimitrophsuyIhydrasaas of acetophenone.

Presumably

it was a different crystalline modificatimi.
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(il)

Dimethylphenylcarblnyl hydrogen phthalate

(5*57 8*# 0.0119 mole) was dissolved in a mixture of carbon
tetrachloride (100 ml.) and chloroform (JO ml.).

Bromine

(0,0 ml., 0.013 mole) dissolved in chloroform (30 ml.) was
added.

After two days a white solid (1,93 8.), m.p. 203-

208® (dec.), was filtered off (theoretical yield, I.97 g.
phthalie acid).
The carbon tetrachloride and chloroform were eva
porated and approximately 2 ml. of a dark high boiling resi
due remained.

A solutiem of potassium hydroxide prepared by

dissolving 1.5 g. potassium hydroxide in 6 g, 99# ethanol
and 0.3 ml. of water was added and the mixture m w warmed on
a steam bath.

It was then subjected to steam distillation

yielding a clear liquid denser than water.

This was separated

and dried over sodium sulphate.
On vacuum distillation a clear liquid (0,48 g.),
b.p. 103-108®/!! am,, n ^ 1.3742, was obtained (theoretical
yield 2.54 g*, percentage yield 20.5#).

Analytical figures

showed Br, 37.88# (calculated Br, 4o.55#).

ReagfiOB of Mmethylphemplcarbimyl Hydrogen
Phthalate with Iodine
Dimethylphenylcarbiaol (15.70 g # 0.11$ mole) was
treated with 910 ml. 0,146 H sedirm triphenylmethfl (theoretical
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quantity, 793 ml.).

Nathalie aulydtida (17.31

0.118 mole)

mm a#ed and the mixture was atirred fur 2 1/2 heure.

Water

(300 ml.) mm them added and atirring eemtinued for 3 hour#.
The aqueoua layer %ma a e pa mtW m d poured omto a mixture of
ioe m d hydroehlorie mid.

T W ehita preeipitate whieh formed

m » filtered, washed with water m d dried,

Seeryatalliaatiom

from a ehloroform-petroleum etWr aolvmt pair

3.43 g.

of the lydrogm phthalate, a, p. 103-1#®.
Bimettylphatqrlearhiayl tydroaam phthalate (0.3 g.)
m e dieaolved in IJ ml. ehloroform.
im chloroform mm added.
iodine.

Iodine which was diaaolvW

A hlanh was also prepared, omitting

After 30 hour# the iodine containing mixture had

precipitated O.JO g. phthalie acid, the hl m k 0.01 g. (theo
retical fumtity# 0.29 g.)«

Bonce it appears that iodine

catalyses ttM decmposition of tertiary cmhinyl hydrogen

iMmtiott of Bioheayteethylailyl % d r o g m
Phthalate with Mromime
(I)

A mixture of diphmylsMtlylchloroailme (38 g.,

0.23 mole) and pmasaium hydrom» phthalate (102 g., 0,3 mole)
m s mechmically ahe&m with sodium-dried hensme (230 ml. )
for 17 hours,

filtratim via water aspirator gave a residue

UNiVERSIHf OF WiBSa I M è M
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which, after extraction with heaaeae w i g W d 93.2 g., reduced
hy mtraetim with acetone to 73.4 g.
The filtrate wee evaporated in vacuo m d fmmd to
weigh 75,8 g. (theory, 90,5 #.).

This m e dieaolved in

glacial acetic acid (20 ml.) and hrmmine (10 ml,, @9 g,) in
glacial metic m i d (20 ml.) added,
in with evolution of fwnaa.
half m

hour.

Vigorou# reaction act

No precipitate formd until after

Thia m e filter# off m d fmmd to wei#A 4.0 g,,

a, p. approKimately 130®, preeumahly phthalie mlydride.

After

reeryetalliaatim from water the meltlag point roae to 215*.
It waa meg mpreeaed hy adaiature with phth#ie acid.

Ttw

yellow aolution did met liWrat# hremine f m m potaaeima iodide
mltttim.
On thia aaaaaim no attempt w m wade to isolate the
hreme-cempeaad.

fine duet (10 g, ) was add# a # the solution

was stirs# for 1 1/2 hears.

On filtration, a small amount

of shite aamrial reaain# la the fWSk.

This dissolv# in

mter # # with dilute nitric acid a # silver nitrate gave a
light yellow precipitate# #ug#sting that it was mine brcmtde.
The filtrate w m stirs# with water for 2 1/2
hours a # left to stmd overmi#t.

It was stirr# # t h water

main, separat#, m s h # twice more with water, m d separat#.
The aqueous liyer was acidic to litmus.

The orgmic layer
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contaW e d # mmll «neunt ef white eel id, a. p. 242-262*.
waa ranoved by filtratien.

T W erganle

aodif» «ttlpbate and diatilled,

fhte

waa dried over

A fraetien weighing 11,2 g.,

b.p. l6o*, n ^ 1,5530, w m collected,

thia «ma atom to be

bremobemaené hy broninatien with bromine and iron to p-dibromobensene, m.p. 85-08* (lit. value, 86,9*), nitration to 2,4dimitrahramehanaama, m.p, from ethanol 70* (giving a atreng
daaowaki’a reaction) tot by the identity of infrared apectrme
of the material with that of authentic brcmobeneene. '

on diatillation of the reaidne a email amount of
material, b.p. 125*/o,6 mm. and another mall frmtim, b.p.

125*/0.6 mm. were obtained.
the undiatlll# reeidue waa a veiqr dark brown li#id
(9.5 g.) tbich gave a very faint Beilatein teat for halogen,
the infrared apectra atoied the undiatilled reeidue and the
two frmtiona to be of aimllar mmpoaitlm.
diaaolimd in chloroform-petroleum ether.

the raaidue «ma

A mall amunt of

aolid material waa remov# by filtration.

After repetition

of the latter procedure toi evaporation of aolvent, a thick
yellow oil (8,81 g.) «ma abtaimad.

the infrarW apeetrmn of

thia material ahowed no byûxmsyl baeda.
campoaitiaa to be;

Aaalyaia ahowed the

0, 48,01#; 1, 5.42#; St, 20.93#.

correapomda to a formula

e A 21®*^^.l45*

thia

8e°®* the
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bromine aypaaxê t& bave detmebed phmyl groupe rafchtr than to
have formed a aoepaumd containing a earbon-ailiem» double bwd.
A mixture of diphenylmet%leblero#llane (58 g.,

(ii)

0.25 mole), potaeaiom bydrogeo pbtbalate (102 g., 0.5 mole) and
dry carbon tetrachloride (250 ml.) waa ebaken for 16 hour#.
After filtration the raaidue «ma extracted with bemmene for
5 1/2 hwra, after which the raaidue weighed 98.90 g.

Extrac

tion with acetaua reAiced thia to a weight of 77*95 g* (eerreaponding to 74.2# reaction). A email amomt of aolid precipi
tated in the filtrate.
The above eater (59*4 g.) waa dieaolved In glacial
acetic acid (50 ml.) in a threa-meahad flaak fitted with
reflux condenaer, dropping fuamal and atirrer.

The f W k «ma

cooled in m ice bath and a aalutian of bromine (10 ml.) in
acetic acid (50 ml.) waa added drapwiaa over a period of half
an h«mr.

A precipitate «ma formed and there «ma much ftming.

The liquid «ma filtered tharmigh a aintered gl«ea funnel
yielding, after drying, 9,62 g, raaidue, m.p. 199-207®,

After

reeryatalllaatioB' from «mter the malting point «ma increaaed
to 213® (dec, ).

The «might of thia material plua that xatracted

by aeatoua is quantitative for phthalie acid.
To the filtrate aine dost (10 g.) «ma added mad the
mixture waa atirred,

Tig^oua reaction occurred and after
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1 1/2 hour# stirrifig the mixture wee allowed to atmd over
night.

A very email ammmt of a aolid precipitated.

waa rammved hy filtration.

Water (200 ml. ) waa added to the

filtrate and atirrixg waa contimied for 2 heure.
were tlum aeparated.

Thia

The layer#

The organic layer uma waahed twice with

water, once with saturated aoditna hiearhcnate aolution and
twice more with water.
to litmus.

The aqueous layer waa them neutral

The lower hrom organic liyer w m aeparated and

dried over aodima sulphate.

The liquid waa distilled giving

a cloudy distillate (6.19 g.), h.p. @7-148® and a clear liquid
(13.02 g.), h.p. 148-153®.

Beth were dried over sodium sul

phate and auhjected to fractional diatillation.

from the

cenbined fraetiona were obtained 2.4 g. liquid, b.p. < l4o®,
o ^ 1.4907 and a fraction (11.9 g.), b.p, I50-I56®,

1.5557

(literature values for brcembenaene, b.p. I55-I56®, n^^ 1,5598).
The lower boiling fractim* waa redistilled yielding 1.46 g.
liquid, b.p. 76-80®, n ^ 1.4858, of the odour of bmaaene.
The higher boiling material was identified as broaobensMc by conversion (using bromine «ad irm) to p-dibrmwbemsene mai by nitration to 2,4-dlnitrobrOBmbensene, m.p. from
ethanol 72-73® (liMrature value 75®),
The lower boiling material wm# nitrated with fuming
nitric acid and ecmceatrated sulphuric acid, yielding m-dinitro-
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binsene, m,p. fro» otbanol @9-90®, not deprosaed by an anthamtic apaeiaMin.

Banco the lower bolting material waa identified

aa bensene.
On attempted vmvcm distillation of the residue tlnree
mall fraetiona of «tor coloured material were obtained:
i)

b.p. 94.iao*/0.35 mm., ng^ 1.3667;

ii)
ill)

b.p. 172-236®/0.33 mm., ng^ 1.363@;
b.p. 246^0.4 mm.

fracticma (1) and (ii) burned with a «toy flame and were
atom by Bcilatein’a teat to cm&tain halogen,

fraction (ii)

MPoared to form m oil «ton tramted «ritb 0.1 B sodium bfdrmtIda but nothing could be cryatalliaed from ether.

There

appeared to be no reaction with acid.
The remainder of the imdiatilled residue, a dark
liquid of «might 0.14

«ma diaaolv# in carbon tetrachloride

«ad petroleum ether «ma added until precipitation occurred.
waa them allowed to cool in the refrigerator.
of dark solid «ms filtered off.

It

A small aawimt

The aolvent «ma evaporated and

the residue «ma recryatalliaed from a carbon tetrachloridepetroleum ether solvent pair.

After further filtraticm and

evaporation a viaccma brown oil «ma left.

This «ma dieaolved

in chloroform and chromatographed m alumina using bensene aa
eluent.

Five yellow fraetiona of apprmcimately 73 ml. each
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«mre eollect#.

After évaporation of fraction (i) no aigni-

fleant q n m t i ^ of proAiet ramalnod; fractioo (ii) yielded
5.02 g, light brom liquid, n ^ 1,543®; fraetiem (iii)
yielded 0.64 g. light hreen liquid, n ^ l.jWj.

fraetiona

(iv) and (v) yielded m l y mall qumtitiea of gum,
fraction (ii) gave negative Beilateia* a and laaaaigne
teata for halogen.

The analytical figurea ahowed a eoopeaition

C, 57.64#; 1, 5,74#; Si, 19.83^, Them figurea correapemd to
a fommla %

04®*®l 48'

the eooqound might he

formulated

HO - Si - 0 - Si - OH .
5

5

92,107

However the latter eoaqaond ia deacriWd^ '

' aa a aolid

melting at approKimtaly 110®,

Maction of Biptmnytoethylchloroailme with Bromine
Dlphmylmthylchloroailane (58.1 g ., 0.25 mole) w m
dieaolved in glacial acetic acid (&) ml.) in a thrca-naekad
^%.H. Daudt and J.f. Bÿde, ep. cit,
Shoatafcovakii, B.A. ROetakin, Kh.I. Kondra'tev,
and V.M. Rogov, op. cit.
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fluk wkieb w # fitted with a reflux eoadenaer, a dropping
funnel and a atirrer.

Bromine (1J.6 ml., 40 g., O.j^ mole)

in glacial aeetio acid (60 ml.) waa added dropwiae with
atirring over two heure.

The flaak heuame warm.

waa eentinued for one hour.

Stirring

Zine (1$ g. ) waa adfled with

alow atirring whereupon the flaak heuame hot m 4 waa cooled
in ice-water.

Stirring waa continued for 5 1/2 houra.

Water

(200 ml.) waa added and atirring waa eostimied for an addi
tional 2 1/2 heure.

The loewr layer waa aeparated, watod

with water, aodltas hicarhonate aolution, them twice with
water, afwr which the «peone layer waa neutral to litaua.
The lower yellow laper waa aeparated and dri# over aoditaa
aulphate.
# e dried liquid «ma distilled giving two fraetiona;
(i) of b.p. 71-81® and (ii) of h.p. 149®.

After redrying over

aodiwA aulphate the two were fractionally distilled yielding
two furtWr fractions t
I)

5.11 g., h.p. #-#1®, n ^ 1.4951 (lit. value for benaene,
« f 1.5014);

II)

11,70 g.» h.p. up to 151®, n ^ 1.5402 (lit, value for
hreambensene, n ^ 1.5598).

fraction (l) «ma nitrated «rith concentrated milphurie acid
mtd fuming nitric M i d to yield m-dinitrohemaene, m.p. 85- ^
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(frea «tfeumel).

Th# melting point was not dapraaaad by an

M t h m t i o apeoimtm.
bensene.

Mme# frMtiim (I) waa identified aa

Praotim (II) waa brominated using bromine and

iron to yield p-dibromWbmasene.

After two reuryatallisationa

from ethmol the melting point wia 86-87.5®.

It waa not

depreaaed by admixture with m authmtie apeoimen.

menu#

fraetiott (II) «me identified aa broembensene.
fbm gmmy residue item the diatillatima «migbed

25.9 g. m i «ma a pale brom rubbery material containing a
mall amount of dark material.

It waa partially mluble to

acetone, hensme end earbm tetrachloride but not in petro
leum ether or etoanol.

Its smiting point «ma greater thmt

280®. The material «ma «mahed «rith acetone, filtered, then
«mahed with bensene and refiltered.

After three smre «mah-

inga «rith meteme, follo«red by filtration, the material «ma
a very pale bro«m gwn.

It «ma watod ttaree more tisma «rith

aeeteme, each «mahtog being followed by filtration via «mter
aspirator.

The final proAmt «ma a nearly colourless gum.
The residue «ma dried at IJD® to eonatmst «might

at 5.05 g., being thms a pale brown fairly hard gum «rith m.p.
higher than BBO®.

Aaalyaia abmmd its conpositim to be C,

22.21#; H, 5.2^ ; Si, #.59#.
*'1.^®5.47®%.€K3®5,03

This correspond# to a formula

hmee the brondne smat have detached
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nearly all mb# pbanyl grany* f m # mb# e<«q>nund with, prawnahly, fwmati w of a croaa-linlwd polymar.
The acetone waWbinge, m evaperatiw, gave 2.72 g.
of a eoft #a*y material.
(ii)

MphetylawtlylehloriMiilaae ($8.1 g., 0.25

mole) wee dieaolved in glacial acetic acid (50 ml. ) m d hromtoe (40 g., 0.25 mole) im glmial acetic acid
added over a period of two heure with atirring.

(^

ml.)

me

Stirring

wee continued for 1 1/2 houra after lAich water (200 ml. )
waa added m d the aolution wn# atirred for m
heure.

additional 2

The two laytra were a o j ^ a t # a # the orgmic layer

waa waahed with water, aodiwm hicarhmate aolution, twice
with water until neutral to litmta, them Aried over calcium
chlmride.
The product waa distilled giving a «mil amount of
clcmfy material, h.p. 6C^70®, alo% with a large fraction,
h.p, 150-151®.

Both «rare redried over ealeitai chloride, t h m

coahined m d redistill#.

Tkre# fractions were <d»tain#s

(i) 0.6 g., h.p. 7> 82®, ng^ l.kgBl;
(ii) 25.08 g., h.p. 150.154*, n^ 1.5556;
(iii)

5.05 g., h.p, m t r e e o # # heeauae of alow diatillatim.
W tm tim (!) w m treat# with hromime a # i r m rust,

than p m r # into a#ium carbonate solution, but only a small
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qumtity of inoolublo liquid wa# formed.

Attempt# nitration

of this it m t lm gave only an oil.
fraetion (ii) was hroninat# with bromine and i r m
mat, than poured into a#ium carbonate solutlm.

The idtite

aolid « A i # form# waa filter# off t o reetystalllead from
ethmol.

Its melting point waa greater than 100® t o waa

depreaaed on atoxture with an authentic ample of p-dibromobensene.

On r#iatillation fraction (ii) gave I7.07 g. of

material, b.p. I50-I54®, n ^ 1.55#,

Bromlnation in the mam

mamma gave a compou# with omlting point (after two racrya*
taliaationa from ethanol) of ayprmimately léO®.

The infra*

r # apeetriM of fraction (i) waa idmatical with that of bromo*
bensene.

fraetim (ii) waa r # r i # over toium sulphate t o

r#iatilled, b.p. 155-154®, n ^ 1.5575.

It waa idmtieal

with that of ato# bromcbenseae, though at alight variance
with the literature value.

Analysis ahowed the hrasine c m *

tant of fractiw (ii) to be 50.75# (calculât# for bromobenaene, C ^ B r , Br 50,90#).
further brominatian of fraction (ii) yielded a
white crgmtalline pr#uct of melting point (after two recrya*
talliaationa from ethanol) 100-181®.

Analysis ahomd thia to

be of the composition C, 18.55#; H, 0.3$#j Br, 8I.O7#*
corregptoa to a fezamla Cg

^Br^

This

hence the material

waa 1,2,4,5-tetrabromobensene, record# m.p. Ilk)®.
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Nitratien of fraction (ii) yielded a yellow aolid
of malting point # * 66® after two raeryatalliaatiaaa from
ethanol.

It waa not depreaaed an admixture with authentic

2,4-dinitrcbrmaohenamie. Hence fraction (ii) «ma identified
aa hramabanaana^
Diatillation of the original reaiduea waa continued,
yielding 2 g. more material, Kp. IJO-ljJ®, and a email amotmt
of material, b.p. 108-l60®/0.5 mm.

The black viaeoua reeidue

«ma diawlwed in banaane, treated with deeolouriaing charcoal
and filtered.

On rmcval of aolvent, a black viaeoua oil

(16 g.) which contained halogen «ma formed.

Gn treatment

with go ml. of 20# aodi«m % d r m i d e aolutimt a pale brown
alurry waa formed.
(iii)

Thia material «ma not further Inveatigated.
Diphmiylmathylchloroailme (58.1 g., 0 . ^

mole) «ma dieaolved in carbmi tetrachloride (gO ml.) and a
aolution of bromim# (14 g., 0.25 aa»la) in carbon tetrachloride

(go ml.)

waa aAied dropwiae over a period of t«m houra «rith

atirring.

Tim mixture beeaae «mrra.

Stirring «ma contiimad

for 5 1/2 haara, then «mter (100 ml. ) «ma added and atirrtog
eontimed for m Mditlmal hoar.
layera «rare formed.

Overnight two pale yellow

Theae «mre aeparated; the lower layer

«ma «mahed «dlth water, then with J# aodium lydrmeide aolution.
The lenmr layer «ma them «mahmd t«riee with tap «mter mid three
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time# with distill# water until the aqueous layer was nearly
neutral to litmaa.

The lower layer was separated and dried

over ealeiwB chloride.

The material, a yellow liquid, was

then distilled yielding a cloudy li#id, h.p. 74®, and a furt W r eltoy liquid, b.p, 149®.
chloride.

Both were dried over calciwm

The residual material waa subjected to steam die-

tillatim affmrding a dense liquid (small amount) which was
separat# t o ooabin# with the higher bailing material.
Both were dried over s#imn sulphate.

On distillation a

mall m mm t of material, b.p. apprcaimtoly 80®, m s obtain#.
The main portion of the distillate was a liquid (Ig.Oé g.),
b.p. 150-lg4®/746 mm., n ^ 1.5560.

Brorainatim to p-dibromo-

bensene ideatifi# this material as brcmbmsene.
Ttui residue from the steam distillation was treated
with 10# s#iwm bydrsmids selutism.

It became semi-solid t o

was partially soluble in acetone and soluble in carbms tetra
chloride,

After rmooval of solvent it weigh# 21.8 g.

It

was dissolv# in acetone (100 ml. ) m à water (100 ml. ) was
add#.

A bl Mk oil was form#.

This oil was separat# t o

dried to vacuo. A Lassaigne test show# only a trace of
halogau present.

Analysis shew# the coBqositicm to be C,

42.77#! H# 5.04#! ii, 15.86#.
Cg
cAscure.

02*

This corresponds to a formula

Memce the mature of the pr#uct is

frewstoly erne phenyl group was detach#.
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Reaetlwi of ygiamtbylchl.®go»ll«ie with
Soditan Trtphenyliaethyl
A solution of sodium triphsnylmethyl in ether wss
added to trinmthylehloroeilane (9.64 g., 0.089 mole) until a
permanent red colouration remained.

An orange precipitate

was foroMtd and filtered off (in contrast to previous authors

108,109,110

l^drolysed the mixture at this point).

The

precipitate was orange-yellow, not malting at teoqeratures
up to 190®.

This gave a flame test for sodium and left a

residue containing sodium on ashing.

The precipitate wss

boiled with water and filtered; the filtrate was not alkaline
to litmis or phenolphthalein.

The residue was yellow, m.p.

164*170®, After reerystallisation from benzene, the melting
range was raised to 178-179®.

After a further reerystallisa

tion from benzene the melting point «ms 178®.
was designated product

This material

P*.

The filtrate obtained frtm hydrolysis of the
precipitate was evaporated.

A pink solid was deposited and

was sho«m by precipitation of silver chloride to contain

60.5# chloride (calculated for sodium chloride, 60.5#).
C.R, Hauser and C.R. Hance, op. cit.
Gilman, A.G. Brodk, and L.g. Miller, op. cit.
Miller, op. cit.
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2r#ttct »f» was insoluble in «mter, <mly very
slightly soluble in ether, insoluble in hydrochloric acid,
sodium bicarbonate solutim and sodiim hydroxide solution.
Attests to detect a carbonyl group were negative.

It «ms

insoluble in petrolsum ether t o did not react «rith bromine
in carbon tetrachloride.
negative.

A Lasaalgne test for halogen «ms

It «ms slightly soluble in concentrated sulphuric

acid with the produetlm of a yellow colour.

This «muId

appear to indicate the presence of a triphcnylmethyl group,
or triphenyIcarbinol, but it cannot be the latter ccmpound
which melts at 162.5® and is very soluble in ether.

Analysis

atomd product '?* to have the comqosititm C, 64.91#; H,

5.85# (mean of two determinatious). This corresponds to a
fonmla

The M.W, was determined cryoscopically

to be approximately 280.

The properties «muld appear to be

in accordance «rith those of tripheeylmethylperoxide, described

114

as having m.p, I65®, soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid
«rith production of a yellow colour which darkens rapidly.

The

most probable interpretation is that the material «ms a mixture
of hexsphenylethane (m.p, 145-7® dee.) and triphenyImethy1
peroxide.

OoWberg, J. Am. Cham. Sec.,

757 (1900).
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Ch stmdlng, the ethereal filtrate of the original
material deposited crystals of indefinite melting point (frcwat
bensene).

This was probably the double eospound of bensene

and tripbenylmethane,
(ii)

Trlmetbylehlorosllane (1.2 g.,0.01 mole) in

ether (10 ml.) m s added to aodium triphenyImethyl in ether.
No ismsediate preeipitate was formed but on standing a pink
solid was deposited.

This was filtered off (0,65 8*) asd

hydrolysed to yield 0.065 8* af a yellcw solid.

The aqueous

extract was alkaline to litmus and contained chloride ion.
The ethereal extract deposited a yellow precipitate, m.p. >

170®. After crystallisation from ethanol-ethyl acetate (1:2
by volume), the melting range m s 224-229® which eliminated
trimethyl-(trlphenylmethyl)-silMe as a possible product
(iii)

Trlmethylehlorosilane (10.85 g., 0.1 mole)

was dissolved in ether (100 ml.) and 0.12 N sodiim triphenylmethyl in ether (9OO ml.) was added (theoretical quantity,

833 ml. ). This corresponds to 29.4 g. sodium triphenyImethyl.
The addition of the first few ml, of base resulted in decolourisation but no precipitate was formed.

After further addition

of a few ml. the solution became yellow and a precipitate was
Gilman, A.G. Brook, and L.g. Miller, op. alt.
Miller, op. cit.
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fozBwd.

Stirring «as eimtinued over 1 1/2 ttmare then the

mixture wee allowed to etand overnight.

Filtration then

yielded 8.00 g. of dark grey-yellow residue which partially
melting at 250®.
îhli residue was boiled with water (50 ml.) and
filtered.

The filtrate was neutral to litmus but alkaline

to phenolphthalein. Titration with %droehlorle acid showed
O.OOh 8. sodium hydroxide present.

Precipitation as silver

chloride showed the aqueous extract to contain 5.42 g. of
sodium chloride (92.5$), the loss of weight on water extrac
tion being in reasonable agreement with this (5.94 g.).
The ethereal filtrate was evaporated, affording

36.5 g. residue, m.p. 73-80®.
ethanol^^ for 5 hcmrs.

This was extracted with 95$

A residue, designated material ’B’

(4.36 g. ) of m.p, 146-164®, was left.

The ethanolic extract,

on evaporation, afforded a light brown solid, designated
material *C* (29.93 g.), m.p. 82-89®.

(Theoretical quantity

of trlphenylmethane was 24.4 g. plus scxse tr m excess sodima
triphenylmethyl.) This product was crystallised from a 1*2
mixture (by volume) of ethanol-ethyl acetate.

Its melting

point was then 80-92®.

Recrystallisation from benzene gave

material, m.p. 72-87®.

This was recrystallised from benmena

Gilman, A.G. Brook, and L.S. Miller, op. cit.
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to a motorlal which eryotalllsed 1* rhcoW&odro, a.p. 73-

91.5®. Aftor drying la m vocuarn dooieeotor overnight the
malting range mao 90-95®.

After many recryatal1iaation#

from henmene material *G* weighed 13.26 g. and after vacuum
drying for 5 hour#, 10.38 g.
calculated to he 31.9$,

Hence percentage hemaene wae

It aeamed that thia might he the

I i l compound formed between henmene and triphemyImethame, for

which the calculated percentage of benmene is 24.2$.

The

vacuum dried material was crystallised from petroleum ether,
from which it crystallised as long needles, m.p. 91-9?^.

The

infrared spectrum showed it to he probably triphmylme thane.

Analysis showed its ccmpotition to he C, 93*?1^J H, 0.55$J
Si, 0.12$ (trlphenylmethane,

calculated C, 93.^1 H,

6.61$), A mixed melting point determinatitm with trlphenyl
methane shewed the two to he identical.

Product 'A* w&s recrystallised from bensene as
plates, m.p, 160*169®^ from ethsnol-ethyl acetate, 155-172®.
This mas raised by a further recrystallisatima from the same
solvent

to 166-177®. Product *B* was only slightly soluble

in 1*2 by volume eAanol-ethyl acetate. T W malting rmage
was 148-163®.

to recrystallisation from benzene the melting

range rose to 11^,3-195®. INroiuets ’A* m é *B* were not fur
ther investigated.
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Trimethylchlorosilame (10.85 g., 0.1 mole)

(iv)

wee dieeelwd In ether (100 ml, ) end 0.111 K eodlt» triphenylmethyl in ether (950 ml,, theoretleml qumtity 900 ml.) wee
added dropwiee with etlrring,

Ae before, no precipitate wee

formed initially but precipitation occurred after addition
of e few ml. base.

Stirring wae continued for 2 hours and

the precipitate was filtered off.

It was a pinkish solid

which turned white on drying via water aspirator.
weight was 6.38 g.

The dry

This was boiled with miter and filtered,

leaving a mall amount of yellow residue.
T M filtrate, when titrated with hydrochloric acid,
was found to contain 0.237 g. sodiim l^rmlde.

Complete

evaporation of the aqueous extract yielded 5 , ^ g, solid
(corrected for the portion used in titration).

Hence the

balance, assimed to be sodium chloride, was 4.93 g. (theory,

5.66 g.). Gravimetric estimation of chloride in the residue
showed the presence of 4.3 g. sodium chloride.
The etWreal solution m s evaporated to a semisolid mass Which weighed 45.28 g.
99$ ethanol for 5 hours.

This was extracted with

The residue (still sml-solid)

weighed 22.66 g. m d wets partially soluble in 1:2 by volum
ethanol-ett^l acetate.

On stswiing, a solutim in this sol

vent deposited 0.69 g. white crystalline solid, m.p. 230-257®,
from a dark brown lifuid.

The material Which was insoluble
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in th* @th#nol-et%l acetate mixture was yellow, weighed 3»4 g.
m d melted at I70-I72®.

This was reerystalllsed frum c&thm

tetrachloride to yield 1,50 g. material, m.p. I78-I79®.

Re-

crystallisation from a 1:1 by welwme bensene-carbon tetra
chloride solvent pair changed the melting point to I7O-I7I®,
Analysis showed its cospositiem to he C, 86.54$; H, 5,90$;
Si, 1.40$.

This appears to he impure triphenylcarbinol, a,p.

162.5®, of calculated elamantal smalysis G, 87.6$; H, 6 .15$.
The 0.69 g, material which was deposited from the ethanol-

ethyl acetate mixture was recryatalllsM twice to m.p. 23®240®.

Analysis showed this to have the ccn^ositi^ C, 90.04$;

1, 6.5!$; Si, 0 ,52$.

This would appear to be injure triphei^l-

methane or tripheoyIcarbinol.
(v)

Trimethylehlorosilane (21.67 g , 0.2 mole) was

dissolved la ether (250 ml.) and O .267 N sodium hydroxide la
ether (750 ml.) was added dropwlse with stirring over 1 hour.
Initially the solutiaa was decolourised without formatiez of
a precipitate but after 20 ml. of ethereal sodium triphenylmsthyl had been added a precipitate was formed and the solution
became yellow in eolmir.

After 650 ml. of solution had been

added no further colour chmge was apparent.

T W reaction

mixture was stirred for a further hour, at the end of which
time the mixture was blwd-red in colour.

Water (SGO ml.)
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was then added (c£.

the reaction mixture me#

stirred for an additional 3 hours.

The layers were then

separated and the ethereal layer was dried over sodium sul
phate.

Ether was then evaporated using a rotating solvent

stripper, leaving 80 g, pasty yellow solid.

This was extracted

in a Soxhlet extractor, using 99$ ethanol (300 ml.) for 22
tuxirs.

There then remained 11.5 g. pale yellow residue, m.p.

14I-I56®.

In contrast to the reports of Gilman and Miller^®^'

this w s not completely soluble in 1:2 by voltmm ethanolethyl acetate but moat of it dissolved giving a yellow solution.
It was recrystallised to 3.8I g, yellow solid, m.p. I57-I0 ®.
Recrystallisation from 65 ml. 1*2 ethmol-etl^l acetate using
decolourising charcoal gave white crystals, m.p. I57-I65®.
After a further recrystallisation from the same solvent (30 ml.)
the melting range was I6I-I65®.

After three more recryetalli-

satioas from an ethaaol-ethyl acetate solvent pair the melting
point was 159-164®.

Racrystallisation from a chloroform-

ethmol solvent pair gave a material still of wide melting
range, I63-I73®.

Recrystallisation from bensene gave 1.37 g.

material, m.p. 1 0 - 183®.

further recrystallisation from a

bensene-ethanol solvent pair gave 1.15 g. material, m.p. 1 0 Oilman, A.G. Brook, and I..S. Miller, op. cit.
Miller, op. cit.
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170®.

Analysis showed this to have the conpositicm C, 64*35l|

H, 7.71$; 81, 5,11$ [cslcwlstsd for trlmethfl- (tripWmylia®thyl)-sll«ne. Si, 8,87$].
(CHg)^iC(C^^)y

Hence the material was not pure

hydrolysis off the material

(0,5 g. ) with

acetone (10 ml.) and 40$ potwslim hydroxide (10 ml.)^^® gave

0.36 g, material which when recrystallised from petrolem
ether yielded a product, m.p. 92-93'5® (mixed melting point
with tripheoyIsmthane 90*93®) •
The impure a&sterial was recrystallised from a
bensene-ethanol solvent pair and found to have m.p. 169-lTi®.
This latter solvent was found to be a much better solvent
than 1:2 by volume ethsnol-ethyl acetate.

Analysis showed

this to have the ccmpositicn C , 83.59$; R, 7.64$; Si, 8.2®$
(calculated for (cm_)^iC(Cgag)y G, 83.53$; », 7.60$; 8i,
8.87$).
After the bensene-ethanol solution had stood in
the refrigerator for 8 days a colourless crystalline material,
m.p. 171*173® (Oilmen, Brook sod M i l l e r ^ give 17&*17^) usa
deposited.

This made the total yield of trimetbyl- (trIpWg'l-

msthyl)-silame 7.51 g. or 12$ (Miller^^® reports 13.6$).
Gilman, A.®, Brook, sad L.S. Miller, os. cit.
^ % . S , Miller, OP. cit.
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Analysis of this last fraction showed Si, 8.94$,
In this run the aqueous extract was found by titratioft with standard acid to contain 0.426 g. sodium hydroxide,
corrosponding to 40 ml. excess ba#e.

Evaporation of the

aqueous extract showed a total of 12.168 g. solid and hence

11,74 g. sodium chloride (expected 14,6 g.).
The ethmolic extract was evaporated to a pasty
yellow solid which could be dissolved in a mixture of carbon
tetrachloride, bensene and petroleum ether,

to filtration a

small amount of idtlte solid, m.p. 16I-I7I® was retained
(mmterial ♦©•).

Material ’B* was dissolved in hot petroleum

ether and bensene.

After crystallisation it weighed 2.97 8»

and had a melting range (after drying) of 175-1#®,

The

infrared spectnm showed it to be identical with trimethyl(triphenylmethyl)-sllaoa, with idtich it wae coed»ined.

Hence

the latter material must be slightly soluble in ethanol.
The remainder of t W carbM tetraehloride-bensene*
petroleum ether solutitm was evaporated yielding 61.73 8*
orange pasty solid,

Eacrystalliaation from petroleum ether

gave a further 5.16 g. white crystalline solid, m,p. 160-I7O®;
this was impure trimet%fl- (triphenylmethyl)-silane.
Bvaporatiw of the petroletm ether filtrate yielded
m orange gim (53.58 g. ) from whieh only traces of volatile
material could be collected cm distillation.

Vaeutm distillation
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gave material *C, a yellow oil (5.03 g.)# b.p. 1^142®/

0.25 mm., and left as residue a dark brown gum (material *E*).
Both showed similar infrared spectra.

Neither gave a posi

tive Beilstein* s test for halogen but both contained siliccm,
as shown by the sodium peroxide fusion, ammonium molybdatebsnsidina test.
In the refrigerator, material 'C* set to a glass,
m.p. 55-59®.

After crystallisation from benzene, ’C* crystal

lised as 1.41 g. efflorescent crystals, m.p. 72-79®.

After

vacmim drying 24.8$ of the weight was lost [calculated for
(CgHg)^GH.CgHg, 24.2$].

The dried material them malted at

89-91® (mixed melting point with trlphenylwithane 91-94®).
Hence material *C was identified as triphenyImethane. Evaporation of the mother liquors yielded a further material

(0.87

g. ), m.p, 84-89®.

The total yield of trlpbenylmetbme

w a 1.93 g. (4$).
The hard, giaa^, undistilled material was dissolved
in bensene.

On partial evaporation, 3.51 g. material (appar

ently mors tripbsnylamthane-bensene) was obtained making the
total yield of triphenyImethane 4.63 g. (9.5$).
After removal of excess benzene in vacuo the resid
ual material was a brown gum (17.71 #.) of the con^osition
C, 34.76$; H, 7.52$; ii, 6.16$,

This indicated the material

to be a mixWre.
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Mactim

of Dip|ta«ybaifeherleM#go»ilww

with

Badinai TriptMMaylmethrl
(i)

Ta dipWylme$*yl#hléw#iiaae (17,03 g,, 0,073

noie) nas aWed aadiwa tri#bamylmet%yl ia ether.

Initially

me preeifitate was abserved W t after «Mitiaa ef a few ml.
an ermge precipitate was formed.

This was filtered, leaving

am orange wmgr reside which became i M t e m t W surface on
drying with

the miter

twse eoditmi flams.

aapitatmr.

The material sintered and darkened at

120*170® bat did not melt.
solid was

This material ipve am te-

When treated with water a yellow

fermed, m.p, 136*1# ® ,

Cm recrystallisation

from

bmasene a very pale yellow solid melting at 171*173® and
yielding a very dark orsmge lifsid W M obtained.

% e aqne*

owe layer m m akrosgly alkaline m d emtained halegms.
pale yellow solid was

bailed with concmWrated

end a d i ^ of nitric acid.
water poured into a

tube.

The

snlpbwrie acid

The liquid was decmted mui the
Mo gel «ms formed indicating tbm

material to hs silicwa free^^^,
T W ethereal filtrate «brposited a white solid lAich
was insoluble in w#er, w.p. 163*1#®.
from a beasene-chlorofom solvent pair

This was crystalliaed

to m.p. 174*175.5®.

GilmM» m d G.M.k. teart. 3 , Cbrg. dum. . 15.

7«) (1950).
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Till# warn insoluble in eoneenttatsd hydrochloric acid, showing
it not to be tripheoyImethmaol, but it dissolved in ecsicentrated sulphuric acid with the formation of a very dark solu
tion.

On the additim of water, a light brown precipitate,

m.p. 131-149® (dec,

was fermed,

Tbe ethereal solution reacted with sodium hydrowide
precipitating a material #ich,when reci^stallisad from ben
zene, had a malting point of %3®.

This was not depressed on

admixture with m authentic sample of jggm-tetraphenyldimethyldlsiloxane.

More precipitate w w formed on allowing the

filtrate to stmd to; air, shewing much of the filtrate to be
unreected chlnrosilana.
To diphenylmsthylehlorosilane (23. ^ g., 0.1

(ii)

mole) in etWr (100 ml.) w s added drcqrwise with stirring to
0.146 N sodium triphe&yfaMtbyl ia ether (730 ml.).
reaction mixture

was stirred for over 5 hours.

The

Decolouri-

saticn occurred with the additiw of the first 20 ml. of base,
then the solution became yellow and finally red.

Mater (200

ml.) was added and the mixture was stirred for «n additiimal
2 hours.

The Iqyers were separated.
The aqueous layer was not alkalima to litmus.

On

evaporation it afforded 7.32 g, white solid (theory, 3.83 g.
sodium chloride).

Oravlmatric analysis showed 4.43 g. chloride,

or more than theoretical.
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The ethereal layer was dried ever aodlim sulphate
tfum evaperated to vacuo. At this point the flash dropped
tot© the water hath.

The ethereal layer was separated, re

dried over soditm sulphate, m â the ether was evaporated
again.

A clear hrown gtsa (27.0 g.) was left which appeared

to deposit a little solid on washing with 9S$ ethmol.

It

was oatrsated to a Scachlet extractor with JOO ml. 99$ ethanol
hut <mly a small sawuat dissolved.

The yellow gum which

remained did not crystallise after Six diys to th» refriger
ator.

It was dissolved to hsnssme and ethanol was added

until crystallisation occurred.

After erne m m t h a gummy

solid «WS filtered off but the material could not be induced
to crystallise.

All mtoroaxwlyses were dome by the SchasrSkspf
Hicroanalytieal laboratory, 36-19 37th Avenue, Woodside 77,
Hew York, with the exception of two Which were done *y Spemg
Hicroanalytieal Laboratory, P.O. Boa 1111, Ann Arbor, Michi
gan.
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